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This study concerns the transient response of tubular 
reactors in which a second-order reaction takes place under 
isothermal conditions. The reaction studied was the 
saponification of methyl acetate with' sodium hydroxide. 
Experimental data were obtained in a tubular reactor for 
single concentration upsets, single flow upsets, and simul­
taneous concentration and flow upsets.
Theoretical models using partial differential equations 
and residence time distribution techniques have been developed. 
The study was conducted at 36° C. The reactor was a 13-ft- 
long, %-in.-diam copper tube in the form of a spiral with a 
volume of 110 cc. The range of flow rates studied was from 
40 to 160 cc/min and the concentration range studied was 
from 0 to 0.25 rnoles/liter,
The agreement obtained between the experimental data and 
the theoretical predictions was very good and the deviations 
observed were within ± 5%. Back mixing was observed in the 
reactor. . This non-ideality was easily accounted for in the 
residence time distribution (RTD) model, since back mixing 
was observed to be mainly a function of flow rate.
The RTD model, extended to non-isothermal cases and 
tubular reactors with recycle, shows the versatility of the 
model.
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Chemical reactors have drawn a lot of attention in the 
past few years, and many workers such as Aris, Amundson, 
Koppel, just to name a few, have contributed greatly to the 
literature existing on chemical reactors. However, much of 
the work that has been done is highly theoretical* Con­
siderable work has been done on the stability of reactors, 
but very little experimentally verified research has been 
done on the dynamics of chemical reactors. The CFSTR 
(continuous flow stirred tank reactor) has obtained most 
of the attention, and very little work has been done with 
tubular reactors.
The main purpose of this project was to conduct tran­
sient response studies on a tubular reactor that was not 
packed and to develop a theoretical model to predict the 
response. The basic mathematical equations were obtained 
by writing mass balances for each component; this will be 
discussed in detail in the theoretical development. The 
system that was studied was a tubular reactor under iso­
thermal conditions for a second-order reaction. This 
system can be represented by a set of non-linear differen­
tial equations which can be solved simultaneously.
One of the reasons why distributed parameter problems 
of this nature have been studied very little in the past
1
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may be the complexity of the theoretical modeling. Almost 
all conventional techniques to get an analytical solution 
for the equations describing the system fail even in the 
simple cases.
Most of the regular techniques used for developing 
transfer functions cannot be used here because of the non­
linear nature of the describing equations. This leads to 
the development of the "lumped parameter model," which is 
one of the techniques used for simplifying models of dis­
tributed parameter systems. The lumped parameter model is 
the only model that can be conveniently used in an analog 
computer. A solution with reasonable accuracy may be 
obtained by using an analog computer. However, large 
numbers of amplifiers are required if the distributed 
system is broken into a number of finite cells. The lumped 
parameter model lends itself to straightforward programming 
for a digital computer. This has been done in the present 
study on a CDC 8090 computer. However, it was found that 
the computer time needed was large to get an accuracy 
within ± 5 percent.
These simulation problems lead to the development of the 
"Residence Time Distribution (RTD) model" in this study, 
which the author believes is a highly versatile model. This 
model gives the best agreement with experimental data and 
the method can be extended to non-isothermal systems and for
T 1135
tubular reactors with recycle. It may be noted at this 
point that the accuracy with which this model predicts the 
response curves is very good, and the error bounds are 
within +5 percent. The details of this model will be 
discussed in the theoretical section.
The reaction used in the present study was the 
saponification of methyl acetate by sodium hydroxide, 
given by
CK3COOCH3 + N a O H ---------- CH3OH + CH-jCOONa
This reaction was used mainly because it is an irreversible 
second-order reaction with a relatively high reaction rate 
constant between 35 and 40° C. The kinetics of this reac­
tion were obtained from a previous study (1 ) and are listed 
in Appendix III of this dissertation.
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LITERATURE SURVEY
Over the years,.quite a lot of literature about chemical 
reactors and their behavior has accumulated. Among reactors, 
as mentioned before, the CFSTR seems to have drawn more 
attention than tubular reactors. This is understandable 
since the mathematics involved in the tubular case are 
much more complex than that in the corresponding CFSTR case. 
Basically, the literature reviewed can be divided into 
three broad categories:
i) Theoretical development 
ii) Non-ideality in reactors 
iii) Frequency response studies
It should be noted at this point that the division which has 
been made is not hard and fast. There is always a certain 
amount of intermingling, which is essential for the under­
standing of the broader concept. The amount of literature 
available on transient response data is quite small.
i) Theoretical Development 
One of the most recent solutions has been provided by 
Crider and Foss (2). In this study, locally linearized 
dynamic equations have been solved, the system studied 
being an adiabatic chemical reactor with chemically inert 
packing and a homogeneous first-order reaction. Transfer 




Douglas and Eagleton (3) in their work give analytical 
solution for the dynamics of adiabatic unpacked reactors. 
The analytical solutions describing the adiabatic reactor 
operation for simple reaction mechanisms are presented in 
the form of exponential integral functions.
Many different methods have been adopted to obtain the 
dynamics of distributed parameter systems. One of the 
methods is to lump a parameter, e.g. the space coordinate, 
and reduce the describing equation to a form where it can 
be solved. An approach similar to this is presented by 
Batke et al. (4). These authors have solved the simplified 
dynamic equations in an analog computer*
Yet another method to solve the dynamic equations is to 
finite difference the partial differential equations with 
respect to all independent variables, to form simple equa­
tions which can be solved with the help of a high-speed 
digital computer. Deans and Lapidus (5) in their article 
describe the best procedure for differencing the partial 
differential equations for the case of fixed bed reactors.
Wang and Perlmutter (6 ) discuss models to describe a 
plug-flow tubular reactor and proceed to derive phase plane 
plots with a numerical example.
Koppel (7, 8 , 9) in his various publications discusses 
the analytical solution for the case of an isothermal
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plug-flow tubular reactor parametrically forced by through­
put and the various linearization techniques employed.
Schisser (10) presents a method of simulating linear 
distributed systems by the use of finite integral trans­
forms. The method is well developed and discussed in 
detail, principally through example applications.
In an earlier work Williams (11) discusses in a qual­
itative manner the dynamics of chemical reactors in general 
and has extended the discussion to include control of 
reactors.
Bilous and Amundson (12) in their paper discuss in 
detail the complexity involved in the analysis of stability 
of tubular cases. These authors have developed transfer 
functions, using Laplace technique for the first-order 
irreversible reaction taking place in an isothermal reactor. 
The mathematical equation describing the case turns out to 
be a first-order linear partial-differential equation. The 
treatment is extended to a complicated system using the 
method of matrices. The analog computer has been used 
extensively by these authors.
Denbigh (13) in his discussion of tubular reactors 
brings out many salient features. According to Denbigh, 
even though plug flow cannot be ideally achieved, one could 
approach plug flow by the use of baffles or the construc­
tion of the tubular reactor in the form of a spiral instead
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of a straight tube. According to Kramers and Westerterp
(14), the secondary flow, which is induced by spiralling, 
has beneficial effects both by flattening the velocity 
profile and by increasing radial diffusion.
ii) Non-ideality in Reactors 
In the region of non-ideality a great deal of work has 
been done. One of the pioneers in this field is Danckwertz
(15), who in his article discusses non-ideality in terms of 
the distribution of residence time occurring in flow systems 
Mathematically he defines a function F(9) as
F (0) = 1.0 - exp (-V0/V)
where F(0) : Fraction of material in outflow which has
been in system for less than 
0 s Average residence time 
v : Volumetric flow rate 
V : Volume of reactor
The application of this method of describing non-ideality 
has been extended to different systems like blenders, reac­
tors, etc.
In a later article in 195 7 Levenspiel and Smith (16) 
discuss longitudinal mixing of fluids in flow. Here the 
non-ideality is explained by the definition of a dimension- 
less parameter, the Peclet number as compared with the 
"longitudinal dispersion coefficient" used by some of the 
previous workers.
Croockewit et al. (17) in their work simulated non­
ideality by letting fluid flow through the space between a
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stationary outer cylinder and a rotating cylinder core; thus 
they have determined the diffusion coefficient, using 
frequency response analysis,
Wehner and William (18) have presented theoretical 
methods for obtaining boundary conditions to be applied in 
a steady state flow reactor with axial diffusion and first- 
order reaction.
One of the earlier theoretical approaches to dispersion 
is that of Taylor (19, 20), The effect of molecular diffu­
sion in dispersion is discussed, and experimental data have 
also been presented.
Vincent and co-workers (21) have successfully used the 
pulse technique to determine the mixing parameters and 
average residence time for shell and tube heat exchangers. 
The standard diffusion equation,
3T(x,t) _ 32T(x,t) _ 3T(x,t)
3t "3^  3x
where D ; Dispersion coefficient 
u ; Velocity 
x : Length variable 
t ; Time 
T(x,t): Temperature
has been used for the theoretical development.
Roemer and Durbin (22) have derived equations for deter­
mining the overall impulse and step response of the back­
flow cell model. This model consists of N perfectly mixed 
cells of equal volume (Vn=V/W) with constant net or bulk
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flow rate g, at any cross section and with equal recircula­
tion or back-flow rate , from each cell back to the pre­
ceding cell of the train. This paper includes a good 
bibliography on the diffusion model in general. The 
limitation of the model is in the assumption that diffusion 
is taking place just in one direction.
In a recent publication Wolf and Resnick (23) discuss 
residence time distributions in real systems. The residence 
time distribution has been presented by an F function of the 
form
F (t) = 1 - exp {-rj (tn£) } for t >_ e0 *—
F(t) =* 0 for 0 < t < £
where F(t) : Residence time function 
T1 : Coefficient of exponent 
e : System phase shift 
0 : Average residence time
t s Time
Various models have been discussed in a most clear manner 
and transfer functions have also been developed.
Levenspiel (24) in his book gives a detailed discussion 
of non-ideality in reactors.
As can be seen from the above references, dispersion 
has drawn a lot of attention, but the complete understanding 
of non-ideality is still in the infantile stages. In the 
present study dispersion was observed and was found to be a 
distinct function of throughput through the reactor. A
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detailed discussion of this aspect will be done in the 
later chapters.
iii) Frequency Response Studies
There has been some notable activity in the field of 
frequency response of chemical reactors. Liang-Tseng Fan 
and Yong-Kee Ahn (2 5) present a generalized approach to the 
frequency response of tubular systems, using the dispersion 
model, with dimensionless bode plots.
Kramers and Alberda (26) deal with frequency response 
analysis of continuous systems. The discussion is limited 
to systems for which the describing mathematical equations 
can be solved analytically.
The most general approach in this direction is the one 
taken by Schisser (27) • This author, discussing various 
cases, has a very good mathematical treatment covering 
simple and partial linear differential equations with con­
stant and variable coefficients.
Hougen and Walsch (28) discuss pulse techniques for 
obtaining frequency response data. The literature cited 
at the end of the paper has an excellent bibliography on 
the dynamic studies performed in heat exchangers before 
1961.
Tinkler (29) obtained frequency response data by follow­
ing effluent temperature in an adiabatic system.
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Sinai and Foss (30) have studied the frequency response 
for a liquid-phase packed bed reactor.
Simpkins (31), studying the reaction between acetyl 
chloride and water acetone solution, obtained frequency 
response data in a packed tubular reactor. Analytical 
methods are presented for a first-order system in a packed 
tubular reactor under adiabatic conditions.
As can be seen from all the literature cited, there has 
been very little work done on the transient response of 
tubular chemical reactors. It is the hope of the author 




The tubular reactor system used in this study is shown 
schematically in Figure 1. All flow lines used were %-in. 
Imperial-Eastman polyflow tubing. The use of polyflow 
tubing facilitated easy dismantling of the equipment* The 
reactants as shown in Figure 1 were stored in tanks 10, 11, 
12, and 13* The reactants were pumped to the reactor with 
the help of air controlled by the pressure regulators 18 and 
19* The pressures at the outlet of the regulators were 
measured by manometers 16 and 17.. A safety relief valve 
was introduced in the air line before the regulators, so any 
excess back pressure over 5 3.b/sq in. could be released.
The air from the regulators proceeded to the feed tanks. 
The feed tanks, 20-liter pyrex-glass containers, had to be 
periodically filled. Tanks 10 and 11 contained sodium 
hydroxide; tanks 12 and 13 were used for methyl acetate.
Reactants displaced from the feed tanks by air pressure 
were pre-heated by pre-heaters 1, 2, 3, and 4. The pre­
heaters were immersed in a thermostatic bath which was main­
tained around 37°C, The pre-heaters were made out of %-in.- 
diam copper tube.
The pre-heated reactants then passed through the three- 
way Teflon valves 14 and 15. The amount of reactants
12

























flowing was metered with rotameters 8 and 9. Good control 
of flow rates was obtained with the needle valves 6 and 7.
The metered streams of reactants then entered the reac­
tor, which was kept at the same temperature as the pre­
heaters by immersing it in the same thermostatic bath.
Thus essentially isothermal operation was assured. The 
reactor was a 13-f t-long %-in.-diam copper tube in the form 
of a spiral.
The effluent from the reactor passed through a flow cell, 
where the concentration was monitored with a Sargent com­
bination electrode (range 0 to 14 pH). The pH was recorded 
on a Moseley strip-chart recorder.
The concentration of solutions in tanks 10 and 12 was 
approximately double the concentration in tanks 11 and 13.
The three-way valves 14 and 15 were used to make step changes 
in concentration of either sodium hydroxide or methyl 
acetate, or both. Flow upsets, either single or multiple, 
were made with pressure regulators 18 and 19. Fine control 
was obtained with needle valves 14 and 15.
The reactants used in this study were sodium hydroxide 
and methyl acetate. The concentrations used were approxi­
mately 0.25 and 0.125 N. The solutions of desired normality 
were prepared in an Alsop mixer by using reagent grade 
chemicals. The exact concentrations of the solutions pre­
pared were obtained through standard titration techniques.
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Procedure
Before starting a run the pH electrode used was soaked 
in a 2 N solution of sodium hydroxide for at least 6 hours. 
The system was started by closing all the valves except the 
air valve. Then, the air in the feed lines was purged by 
opening valves 6 and 7. The position of the three-way 
valves 14 and 15 determined what concentration was being 
fed to the reactor.
The concentration at the outlet of the reactor was 
monitored with a pH meter which was standardized with a 
buffer.
When the concentration reached steady state, a sample 
was drawn at the outlet and titrated to obtain the sodium 
hydroxide concentration of the reactor effluent. The sample 
drawn was quenched with excess hydrochloric acid in order 
to stop the saponification reaction. Then the concentra­
tion of sodium hydroxide which was present was obtained 
through back titration.
The upsets were then made by manipulating the respective 
valves. The temperature at the outlet of the reactor was 
also monitored to make sure isothermal conditions prevailed 
during the run.
When the new steady state was reached, the concentration 
of sodium hydroxide in the exit stream was determined as 
mentioned before. The results were interpreted through a
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calibration curve of pH readings versus concentration 
obtained on a semi-log plot* Data for both single and 





The basic equations that describe the concentration
history in a tubular reactor can be easily obtained by
writing a mass balance over a differential element of the
reactor. For a second order isothermal plug-flow system,
the mass balance equations are as follows:
3Ca 9C_ _  + v = kCaCb (4“ 1)
^ b  Ĉb
irr-+ v i>~ = kcacb (4~2)
where Ca : Concentration of A, mole/liter 
(function of x and t)
Cb s Concentration of B, mole/liter 
(function of x and t) 
v : Velocity of fluid front, cm/min 
x 2 Length variable, cm 
t 2 Time, min
Equations 4-1 and 4-2 are non-linear partial-differential 
equations and have to be solved simultaneously. These 
equations cannot be easily solved by analytical methods.
However, with the application of various simplifying 
assumptions the equations could be solved. One of the 
methods is to lump the parameters with respect to one of 
the independent variables. In this particular case since 
the variable of interest is time, the spatial parameter, 
viz. x, will be lumped. This merely means that one would
18
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<*ca BCbuse an approximation for , — -
9Ca _ cal”Cao ,. ^e.g., --------- ---- (4-3)
8Cb _ cbl"Cbo 
3x (4-4)
Cal • Concentration of A @ x = L
cao •• Concentration of A @ X = 0
cbl •• Concentration of B @ X = L
Cbo • . • Concentration of B X = 0L •• Length of reactor
Substituting 4-3 and 4-4 in equations 4-1 and 4-2 
dC C t-C__a + v _aL__22 = kC,C, (4-5)dt L a b
— -fe + v ■ foA— ~  = kC Ch (4-6)dt L a b
The term on the right hand side of equations 4-5 and 
4-6 is the generation term. Hence, another approximation 
that will bring the model close to reality would come from 
the use of an average value for the generation term. With 
this approximation equations 4-5 and 4-6 become
"Cao , cao+Cal cbo*cbl
2 (4-7)
.r Cbl~cbo , cao*Cal cbo*Cbl , „ ox_ _  + V  z  = k ------- ---2--- (4-8)
The concentration of interest is at the outlet of the 
reactor, so evaluating equations 4-7 and 4-8, which are now 
ordinary differential equations, at the outlet of the reac­
tor, one could obtain equations 4-9 and 4-10.
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dCal cal”Cao . Cao+Cal cbo+Cbl Q \
—  + V L  = k  ----2--- ~ 2--- (4_9)
dcbl . .. Cbl"Cbo _ ,, Cao+Cal cbo+Cbl ,A nnl
-dt- +  V   L  -  k  ---- 2-----  2----- ( 4 “ 10)
The accuracy of this method can be increased by dividing
the reactor into more than one section as in Figure 2. Then
concentration at different points in the reactor can be
described by the following equations:
Point 1 (x = L/N)
dCal . Cal"Cao _ Cal+Cao Cbl+Cbo
dt + L/N 2 2
d<~bl Cbl”^bo __ y ^al+<̂ ao cbl+Gbo
dt “ xTn * 2 2
Point 2 (x = 2L/N)
d C a 2 + Ca2"‘Cal _ k Cal+Ca2 Cbl+Cb2
dt L/N 2 2
[cb2 cb2”CJ 
dt L/N
d + ~cbl = k cal*Ca2 cbl'l'Cb2
Point N (x = NL/N = L)
dCaN CaN~Ca(N-l) _ . CaN+Ca(N-l) CbN+Cb(N-l) 
dt + L/N 2 2
dCbN , CbN~Gb(N-l) _ . CaN+Ca(N-l) CbN+Cb(N-l) 
dt I7N 2 2
where N is the number of times the reactor is divided. In 
this study it was found that even when the reactor was
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divided 8 times, the results obtained showed significant 
variation between experimental and theoretical results as 
shown in Figure 6 , Theoretically, when N tends to infinity, 
the solution would approach the exact solution, which gives 
a step change in concentration when time after the upset 
equals the residence time.
The equations were programmed for a digital computer for
N=8 . The program as listed for a CDC 8090 computer is given
in Appendix IV. The language used was Fortran II and the 
Runge-Kutta method was used to conserve memory space. It 
should be mentioned here that this lumped parameter method 
has not been used extensively in this study as the accuracy 
obtained was not sufficiently good; and also, the computer 
time needed was large.
Residence Time Distribution (RTD) Model 
As Levenspiel (23) says in his book, a plug-flow reactor
can be visualized as a flow of small batch reactors passing
through the reactor in succession. If one takes a close look 
at the design equations for a plug-flow tubular reactor 
(PFTR) and a batch reactor, he can easily see that length in 
a PFTR corresponds to time in a batch reactor. The longer 
the PFTR the more the conversion and the longer the time in 
the batch reactor the more the conversion.
The appropriate reactor equations for constant volume
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conditions are:
/ dXA—  (4-11)
“rA
fPlug-flow reactor, t = CaQ I —  (4-12)
J  "rA





Amount of time in the batch reactor 
Space time
Initial concentration of component A 
Conversion of A 
Reaction rate
This analogy that exists between the batch and the tubular 
reactor can be used conveniently for predicting the response 
of a plug-flow tubular reactor. The steady state concentra­
tion of component A at the outlet of a tubular reactor of 
residence time T q ,  is the same as the concentration of A in 
a batch reactor at t = Tq, with the following conditions: 
the conditions in the batch reactor at t = 0 must be the 
same as those in the plug-flow tubular reactor at X = 0.
Figure 3 shows concentration of A plotted versus time for a 
batch reactor with different initial conditions. Curve 1 
in Figure 3 corresponds to initial conditions of CAq, 
and curve 2 corresponds to CA ,̂ For a tubular reactor
with inlet conditions of C^q , C^q , and residence time of Tq , 
the concentration of A  at the outlet of the reactor will be 
C ^ A S O  shown in Figure 3. The concentration can be schematic­
ally represented by point A in Figure 3. By a similar
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argument, the outlet concentration of a tubular reactor
with inlet conditions of and residence time
, would be (Point C in Figure 3). If the inlet
conditions in the. tubular reactor were changed from C^q ,
C „ ~ t o  0n\ i # C_, T , the concentration of A at theB0r 0 Alr B1 0 “
outlet of the reactor will stay at Point A in Figure 3
until t = Tq and at t = Tq jump to Point D. Thus the
response path followed will be A - D. The concentration of 
A at the outlet of the reactor stays at C ^ q until t = Tq 
because the reactor has some fluid elements with the old 
concentration history which must be displaced before the 
upset is seen. The fluid elements with the old concentra- 
tion history are completely displaced from the reactor at 
t = Tq , and the fluid elements with the new concentration 
history start showing up at the outlet of the reactor.
Hence at t = Tq the concentration of A at the outlet goes 
to the new value corresponding to point D.
In the case where the residence time is also changed, 
from Tq to T , the response path followed will be A - B - C. 
The details of obtaining the responses for different kinds 
of upsets will be discussed in the sections to follow.
Basically, the concentration in a batch reactor depends 
upon the initial conditions and the amount of time the 
components have had to react. Of course, other variables
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which affect the concentration history could be listed as 
the reaction-rate constant, temperature, rate of cooling, 
etc* In the case of a PFTR, the amount of time which each 
fluid element has to react is the residence time*
From the above discussion, it is apparent that the con­
centration history of a PFTR can be obtained easily by 
knowing the initial concentration of the fluid elements 
which enter the reactor and the residence time each of these 
elements have, before leaving the reactor. This is the 
fundamental basis for the RTD model. One of the assumptions 
made in this model is that the reactants are incompressible.
The basic model follows batch reactor theory, utilizing 
the relationship between steady state tubular reactor equa­
tions and the unsteady state batch reactor theory. The 
starting point for this model is the batch equations. Since 
the system was isothermal in the present study, the rate 
constant does not change as a function of time. Hence, the 
only variables which affect the outlet concentration are the 
initial concentrations of the reactants and their respective 
flow rates. The flow rates of the reactants determine the 
actual concentration in the reactor and also the residence 
time.
The equations that give the concentration history in a 















P CQICpi eXP ^ CQl“Cpi^ kt*
Q QI Pi P
where Cp^ : Initial concentration of component P, 
mole/liter
COI : Initial concentration of component Q, 
y mole/liter
Cp : Concentration of P @ any time t, 
mole/liter 
C q  : Concentration of Q @ any time t, 
mole/liter
k : Reaction rate constant, liter/(mole)(min) 
t ; Time, min
In the tubular reactor shown schematically in Figure 4, 
Block 1 is the feeding point, or the imaginary block where 
the feeds just mix and enter the reactor. Blocks 2 to 8 
constitute the reactor, and Block 9 is the measuring chamber
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Figure 4, Residence time distribution model*
<J>
















where the outlet of the reactor is monitored.
The residence time of each block of fluid as it moves 
through the reactor will depend upon the rate of feed.
Hence, if the rate of feed is known as a function of time, 
the residence time of each block of fluid as it moves 
through the reactor can be calculated. It should be noted 
that it has been assumed that the reactor always flows full, 
and the residence time of any fluid block depends upon the 
velocity with which the fluid block behind it is moving.
On the assumption that the reactor is empty to begin 
with and the reactants are fed into the feed chamber with 
flow rates of FAQ and liter/min, and concentrations of
CAI and mole/liter, the actual concentration of compon­
ent A in the first block of fluid entering the reactor will
Faobe Ca t mole/liter, while the concentration, of com-AO BO Fp>oponent B will be «“rzr—  CBI -mole/liter. This is due to
FA0+FB0
the mixing and the subsequent dilution effect. The resi­
dence time of this fluid element in a reactor of volume V
liter will be =— — - min.
AO BO
As the first block progresses through the reactor, a 
second block follows and goes through the same process.
Thus, one-could look upon the fluid flowing in the reactor 
as a train of blocks moving through the reactor. Each block 
is autonomous as far as the reaction is concerned and does
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not mix with the adjoining blocks. However, the speed with 
which a block moves will depend upon the speed with which 
the block behind is moving.
At time t = 0, the reactor start-up time, the measuring 
probe does not measure anything since no fluid element has 
reached point 9. Thus the concentration at the outlet of 
the reactor is going to remain at zero until the first fluid 
element reaches it, after passing through the reactor. This 
happens as soon as a time equivalent to the residence time 
lapses, and the concentration changes from 0 to w^ere
Ca sO concentration of component A in a batch reactor
of volume V, at time t, with the following conditions.
t = Tn = — —  minu p +p*A0 BO
FAOInitial concentration of A = CA0 = — —  CAI
f ao*fbo
f b oInitial concentration of B = Con = — -----—  c«T
f a o + f b o  b i
The reaction taking place in the reactor is
A + B — C + D 
Graphically this phenomenon of attaining steady state is 
shown in Figure 5. In the sections to follow specific cases 
will be discussed.
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CAj ; Concentration of sodium hydroxide entering reactor
before upset, mole/liter (based on stream A)
Cfii : Concentration of methyl acetate entering reactor
before upset, mole/liter (based on stream B)
Faq : Flow rate of sodium hydroxide before upset, 
liter/min
Fgg ; Flow rate of methyl acetate before upset, 
liter/min
T q : Residence time before upset, min 
C^F ! Concentration of sodium hydroxide entering reactor
after upset, mole/liter (based on stream A)
Cgp : Concentration of methyl acetate entering reactor
after upset, mole/liter (based on stream B)
Fa  ̂ s Flow rate of sodium hydroxide after upset, 
liter/min
Ffî  : Flow rate of methyl acetate after upset, 
liter/min 
: Residence time after upset, min
Cao ! Actual concentration of sodium hydroxide at the 
inlet of the reactor before upset, mole/liter 
(based on mixed streams of A and B)
CBq : Actual concentration of methyl acetate at the
inlet of the reactor, before upset, mole/liter 
(based on mixed streams of A and 3)
Cai : Actual concentration of sodium hydroxide at the
inlet of the reactor, after upset, mole/liter 
(based on mixed streams of A and B)
Cfî  • Actual concentration of methyl acetate at the
inlet of the reactor, after upset, mole/liter 
(based on mixed streams of A and B)
V : Volume of reactor, liter
CA : Concentration of sodium hydroxide at the outlet
of the reactor, mole/liter
Caso : Steady state concentration of sodium hydroxideat the outlet of the reactor before upset, 
mole/liter
CAS1 : Steady state concentration of sodium hydroxide 












'A 1  FA1+FB1 **
• - F b 1  c,'B1 p _ +F BPAl B1
T„ = V0 F +F*A0 BO
T , = V
1 FA1+FB1
Reaction in reactor 
A + B — C + D
If CB0 = CA0'
CASO -j
c^~  " kToUA0
If CB0 ^ CA0r
C M°ASO NQ exp (M0kTQ) - 1.0
where MQ = CB 0 - CAQ
CB0
No = cU UA0
If S i  = CA1
CAS1 1
c”  “ kTiCA1
If S i  * CA1
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M-,C = ■AS 1 N
where = Cfil - CA 1
Al
It is assumed that an upset is made at t = T^, which 
occurs when the initial steady state is attained. In the 
following discussion the time scale will be normalized, so 
that time will be zero at time of upset. The two time 
zones of interest are
i) Response zone, 0<t<T^ 
ii) Final steady state zone, t>T^
Single Concentration Upset
—- Miiwm.Mr^rimw-ri-TiriiHir-rmirMn-î iwiin uTi.un-.n .in.....    nirr ■in — w w.mTTiniw »- — a w
A single concentration upset in sodium hydroxide can be 
symbolically represented by the following equations:
CAI ^ CAF 
CBI = CBF (4-13)
FA0 = f ai 
fbo f bi
Referring back to the previous section on definitions and 
using equation 4-13, it is evident that
CB0 — CB1
CA0 * CA1
To = T 1
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Since Tq = T-̂ , all the fluid elements before and after 
upset are moving with the same velocity. Hence, the 
response curve should come in the form of a step given by 
the following equations:
Zone i) 0<t<T^




Symbolically a single flow upset in sodium hydroxide 
can be given as,
CAI CAF
O tc H as CBF
f ao FA1
fbo =5 f bi
Even though only one flow rate was changed, a close look at 
the actual concentrations and residence times, will show 
more than one change, viz.,
CA0 ^ CA1 
CB0 ^ CB1 
T 0 /  T 1
This is, in effect, a triple upset as far as the reactor is 
concerned. Since the residence time before upset is not
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the same as the residence time after upset, the fluid 
elements would have different velocity from one another 
and the response would not be in the form of a step.
The response in part can be obtained from the following 
equations:
t - 0 , CA = cAS0
t > Tx , CA = C a s 1
However,' the region of interest is 0<t<T^.
At time t *s 0, the amount of time each fluid element in 
Figure 3 has spent inside the reactor can be given by the 
following equations:
Block 2, T = (1/7) TQ 
Block 3, T = (2/7) TQ 
Block 4, T = (3/7) Tq 
Block 5, T a (4/7) TQ 
Block 6 , T = (5/7) TQ 
Block 7, T = (6/7) Tq 
where T = the amount of time spent in the reactor.
When the upset is made at t = 0, the effect due to the 
change is felt in three directions, viz., concentration 
changes in A and B at the inlet of the reactor and change 
in residence time. The effect due to change in residence 
time will be felt as soon as the upset is made. However, 
the effect due to the concentration change will not be
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felt until a period of time equivalent to the new residence 
time (T̂ ) lapses.
Initially the change in residence time is felt. This 
effect is going to be felt merely as a change in the amount 
of time each fluid element spends inside the reactor.
During this process the residence time gradually changes 
from Tq to T^> and this change is accomplished in min. 
This concept would become more clear if one took a 
closer look at a typical fluid element of Figure 3, Block 
7 as seen before has spent (6/7) Tq min inside the reactor 
at t - 0 ; and if no change in flow rate was made, this 
fluid element would have stayed in the reactor for Tq min 
before hitting the measuring probe. But, since the flow 
rate has changed, the new residence time for this fluid
6 Ta 'p-ielement will be r. * __£) min, and the concentration of
7 7
this element as it leaves the reactor will be given by
 ^ 0   _ ■  .
° h  ~ Nq exp {M-k 6T0 } - 1.0 C a 0 C b 0
(—7— + y)
or
Ca  = ^  ifCA° = cBo
CA0 7 7
This fluid element will be seen by the measuring probe at 
t = T^/7. This argument can be extended to all the fluid 
elements. Hence, for the time zone 0<t<T^ the concentration
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of sodium hydroxide at the outlet of the reactor is given
by equation 4-14.
t =■ — T,N 1
If CA0 ^ CB0
M0
N0 exp {M0k ( ^ T 0 + 2Tl) } -1
If c ~ c ** AO BO
CA =
(4-14)
—  ̂ _ l- fHzHrp -f \
CA0 N N
where N : Number of times reactor is divided (also can be 
looked upon as the number of points desired for 
the response curve) 
n ; Block level, goes from 1 to N in increments 
of one
Thus, the overall response for a single flow upset can 
be given by equation 4-15*
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Another way of viewing this would be to look at the 
corresponding batch curves. Figure 3 shows the batch con­
centration curves for the various conditions. Curve 1 in 
Figure 5 corresponds to C^q, C^q, and curve 2 corresponds 
**° ^Al' ^Bl* t 1̂0 ^ me ^ ow uPset the concentration
of sodium hydroxide being at C^q is represented by point 
A in Figure 3. When the upset is made, the flow rate is 
decreased. As a result the residence time is increased 
from to T^. Since the residence time is increased 
there is more time to react and the concentration decreases. 
The concentration follows the curve AB, and reaches B when 
t = T^. But at t-*= T^, the new concentration, viz., CA ,̂ 
CB1' comes into play, and the concentration at the outlet 
of the reactor drops from B to C. Hence, the path followed 
by the response curve will be A - B - C. The amount of 
time taken by the response curve to move from A to B is 
T^ min. The concentration, starting slowly, drops until 
t = T^, but at t = T^ the concentration plunges to a new 
value.
For a reverse upset, viz. flow increase, the path of 
the response curve would be C - D - A. In this case T^ is 
smaller than Tq , and C ^ q will be represented by point C 
while point A is C^-^.
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>sets in Concentration
Once again in symbolic representation, simultaneous 
upsets in concentration can be represented as
CAI * CAF
CBI CBF
f ao = FA1




To — T 1
Thus, simultaneous upsets in concentration change both 
of the incoming concentrations. However, since the 
residence time does not change, the response will be in 
the form of a step given by equation 4-16.
0<t<T1 CA - C^gQ
tiTl CA = CAS1
(4-16)
Even though two concentrations were changed the effect was 
almost like the one obtained for a single concentration 
upset.
Simultaneous Flow Upset
In symbolic representation this upset would be





For this kind of upset two cases have to be considered.
Case Is In this case (F^o^FBO^ “ F̂Al/FBl^ an(̂  ^ence
CA0 " CA1
CB0 ~ CB1 
T q  »« Tj_
Thus, the only change in this kind of upset is in the 
residence time, and there is no change in concentrations 
at the reactor inlet. The response for this case would 
be given by
C, = Ct * 0
t > ^  
0<t<Ti
'ASO 
CA ~ CAS1 
If CA0 = CB0
k{~~2 T_ + “T-. } 'AO N 0 N 1




A Nq exp{MOk ( ^ To + ^Ti)}-1.0
The concentration slowly drops from CASQ to and
unlike the rapid change observed in the case of single flow 
upset before reaching the final steady state, no sudden 
change in concentration is seen at t = T^ in this case.
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Graphically, the response starts at A in Figure 3 and goes 
to B following the curve 1. For this case A corresponds to 
CASQ and — corresponds to
Case II: In this case j-AQ. d
f bo f bi
* * CA0 ^ CA1
CB0 ^ CB1 
T0 * T 1
Because this is just like the case discussed for a single 
flow upset, it can be analyzed accordingly.
This constitutes a simultaneous upset in flow rate and 
concentration, and can be represented as
CAI CAF
CBI CBF
**3 > o = FBO
FA1 t FBl
Hence,
CA0 * CA 1
CB0 * CB1
T 0 T 1
This kind of upset is once again like a single flow upset. 
Summing up the discussion, one could say there are 
two cases which will describe all types of upsets in a
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broad sense.
Case 1. This case occurs when the residence time before 
upset is equal to the residence time after upset. When 
Tq = T^ the response is given by
0<t<T1 CA = CAS0
t>Ti CA = CAS1
Case 2. This case arises when the
upset is not the same as the residence
When T0 ^ T1, the response is given by
t = 0 ; CA = CAS0
1 > Tl * CA = CAS1
0 <t < T1 ? if CA0 = CB0
C = 1
k ( ~ To + ĵ l)
if CA0 ^ CB0
M 0
A ' ^N0 exp{M0k ( ^ T 0 + |Tl) }-1.0
N : Number of points desired in response curve 
n : Positive integer, 1, 2, 3. ... N
RTD Model with Dispersion 
Even though plug flow was assumed, dispersion was 
observed in certain cases. Dispersion was seen at low flow 
rates and whenever there was a sharp change in concentration 
inside the reactor. However, if the change in concentration
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was gradual, no matter what the flow rate, the dispersion 
observed was negligible, e.g., response for simultaneous
flow upset with f a o/f ai = fb o/fbi •
The dispersion observed was found to be a function of
the flow rate of the reactants. Accordingly, the RTD model
that includes dispersion is given by the following empirical
equations 5
t £ 0.826 = Same as calculated by RTD model
without dispersion
t ~ 0.826 T^ , dispersion effect starts
t > 0.826 Tx
t « 0.826 'Ĵ  + At
CA CA2 + ĈASl“CA2^ ̂  “ eXp D
where t^ -- Time constant of dispersion 
= 1.83 exp (-17.78 (FAl+FB1) )
CA2 “ 1 - if c - CBQ
k (0 . 826T-,)
AO
M0C = - _ _ _ _ _ _ --  if Q Q
h2 Nq exp{M0k(0. 826T1) }~1.0 a0 BO
At s Time increment 
Because this method is empirical, it has to be used 
with caution. This method accounts for dispersion as a 
function of flow rate alone and does not account indepen­
dently for molecular diffusion. It seems to be necessary
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to apply this dispersion model only when there is a sharp 
change in concentration inside the reactor. When there is 
no sudden change, the RTD model without dispersion pre- 
diets the data well.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table I lists the various runs made in the study and 
gives the experimental conditions. Figures 12 to 35 show 
the experimental data and the theoretical predictions.
The RID model was used exclusively for developing the 
theoretical curves as better fit was observed with this 
model.
Figure 6 shows the theoretical curve predicted by the 
lumped parameter model and the RTD model along with experi­
mental data for run 3A. The RTD model without dispersion 
presents the exact solution for the PFTR. The lumped 
parameter model even with 8 axial divisions does not pre­
dict the response curve very well. The RTD model without 
dispersion also does not predict the data .'well;' however, 
as can be seen in Figure 7, the RTD model with dispersion 
predicts the data very well. Another reason why the lumped 
parameter model was not used is that the amount of computer 
time needed to process a test was considerable.
Figures 8 , 9 and 10 show typical response curves of the 
pH combination electrode used, for step changes in concen­
tration, with a normalized concentration scale. The 
average time constant of the measurement lag was found to 
be 1.67 sec, which is very small compared with the reactor 
response time and the dispersion lag created mainly by back
50
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mixing. Electrode response studies were conducted at dif­
ferent conditions to determine the effect of concentration 
and flow rate on measurement lag. In the concentration 
range studied, the time constant of the measurement lag is 
steady and does not depend upon the concentration or the 
flow rate. The maximum amount of deviation from the average 
value was 3.8 percent. One of the important factors which 
determines the lag of the electrode is the way it is pre­
pared before measurement. It was found in the present study 
that pickling the electrode in strong alkaline solution 
overnight improved the response speed. The above-mentioned 
response data were obtained with the same pickling condi­
tions used for obtaining transient response data in the 
tubular reactor. The pH combination electrode was highly 
efficient and the reproducibility was well within 3 percent.
Dispersion was observed in this study (Figures 12 to 
35) • According to Levenspiel (24) , the non-ideality 
observed in reactors is due to three factors: intensity
of fluid mixing, reaction rate, and reactor geometry.
Since in the present study the reactor geometry and the 
reaction rate were fixed, the main factor which affects 
dispersion is the intensity of fluid mixing. Intensity 
of fluid mixing is directly related to the flow rate; thus 
dispersion should be related to the flow rate. This was 
witnessed in the present study. The non-ideality observed
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in each run came out very close to first-order exponentials, 
and the time constants of these pseudo-first-order curves 
were an exponential function of flow rate as shown in 
Figure 11. Figure 11 is a semi-log plot of the time con­
stant observed versus flow rate of the reactants. This is 
in keeping with findings of previous authors like 
Levenspiel (16), Danckwertz (15), and Wolf (23).
The time constant of the dispersion curves for the 
reactor system studied is given by
tD = 1.83 exp (- (17. 78) F)
Where t^ s Time constant of the dispersion curve, min
F : Total flow rate of the reactants, liter/min 
It was observed that dispersion became prominent as the 
flow rate decreased. As can be seen from the experimental 
curves the effect of back mixing was more pronounced than 
forward mixing. This is due to the fact that there is a 
chemical reaction taking place in the reactor. The axial
dispersion effect is made up of three things: molecular
diffusion, bulk flow, and change in reaction rate due to 
concentration changes. In the case of forward mixing the 
bulk flow dominates and wipes out the general effect of the 
diffusion processes, whereas in the case of back mixing 
the bulk flow tends to increase the effects due to diffu­
sion, since it is in the opposite direction.
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Even though the measurement lag was considered to be 
negligible, the effect of measurement lag and molecular 
diffusion which can be seen at the break point of the 
response curves make the curves look like second-order 
curves. This accounts for-the deviation of the data points 
at the break point of the response curves. Break point is 
defined as the point on the time scale when the effect of 
dispersion is seen. The break point is given by the 
following equation: 
t » 0.826 T1 
where : Residence time after upset, min
The deviations observed between experimental and theoretical 
results were very small since the effect of back mixing due 
to flow overshadows the other effects.
A series of upsets was made in this study. Figures 12, 
13, and 14 show concentration upsets in methyl acetate.
As the concentration of methyl acetate is increased, the 
reaction rate increases and more sodium hydroxide is used; 
hence, the concentration of sodium hydroxide at the outlet 
of the reactor drops as can be seen from Figure 13. Figure 
12 shows the reverse upset. As can be seen from Figures 
12 and 13, the concentration remains at the old steady 
state value for a considerable length of time after the 
upset is made. This is due to the fact that the fluid 
elements with the older concentration history are still
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in the reactor when the upset is made at the inlet and have 
to be displaced before the measuring element at the outlet 
sees the fluid elements with the new concentrations. The 
sodium hydroxide concentration was monitored at the outlet 
of the reactor by means of a pH meter, and the response 
curves shown in Figures 12, 13, and 14 are plots of sodium 
hydroxide concentration at the outlet of the reactor versus 
time. As these curves were plotted the abscissa was normal­
ized by setting time equal to zero at the time of upset.
Runs 10A, 10B, and 11A, 11B, presented in Figures 12, 13, 
and 14 were for single concentration upsets in methyl 
acetate. Runs 11A and 10B were identical concentration 
upsets. However, the throughput in run 10B was 48 cc/min 
and the throughput in run 11A was 10 4 cc/min. These runs 
were made at different throughputs to study the effect of 
throughput on concentration response. Though the residence 
time was changed from 2.29 min (run 10B) to 1.06 min (run 
11A), the change in conversion was from 66 percent (run 10B) 
to 48 percent (run 11A). One of the reasons for this can 
be attributed to the non-linearity of the system which is 
caused by the second order chemical reaction. As can be 
seen from Figures 12, 13, and 14, the RTD model with dis­
persion fits the data very well.
Runs 15A, 15B, and 12A, 12B, were performed to study 
the response when the concentration of the incoming sodium
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hydroxide stream was changed. The response obtained for 
these runs is shown in Figures 15, 16, and 17.
Response to simultaneous concentration upsets are shown 
in Figures 18, 19, and 20. For simultaneous upsets the 
response curves obtained are almost like the the ones 
obtained for single concentration upsets. This is so 
because in effect there is just a concentration change in 
the inlet stream and since the flow rates have not changed, 
there is no change in the residence time.
The transportation lags for all runs were small com­
pared with the.overall response and have been accounted 
for in the presentation of all experimental results. The 
transportation lag of each of the feed lines was equal. 
Also, for the case of simultaneous concentration upsets, 
tests were made at different flow rates, and the theory 
predicts the response well as is evident from Figures 18, 
19, 20, and 21.
One of the most interesting response curves observed 
was for single-flow upsets. When a flow upset is made, 
there is more than one inlet condition change. First, 
there is a residence time change, and second there is a 
concentration change. Therefore, a single flow upset 
actually gives simultaneous upsets in inlet concentration 
and residence time. This yields the interesting response 
curves observed in Figures 7, 22, 23, 24, and 25 for single
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flow upsets in both methyl acetate and sodium hydroxide. 
Figure 7 shows the response curve obtained for run 3A.
In run 3A the flow rate of sodium hydroxide was decreased.
As soon as the flow rate was decreased, the residence time 
of the fluid elements in the reactor increased. Accord­
ingly, the reaction time increased and the sodium hydroxide 
concentration at the outlet of the reactor started dropping 
slowly. This was followed by a noticeably sharp change in 
concentration. This is one of the reasons why the conven­
tional methods like lumped parameter models do not predict 
the concentration response well. The actual solution must 
come out in two time zones (where t<residence time and 
t>residence time) and the boundary conditions are different 
in each time zone.
Figure 22 shows the response for an increase in the flow 
rate of sodium hydroxide. When sodium hydroxide flow is 
increased, the overall residence time decreases, and the 
concentration of the sodium hydroxide at the inlet of the 
reactor increases . Both these effects increase
the effluent concentration of sodium hydroxide, as can be 
seen in Figure 22. The fit between data and theory is very 
good. As was mentioned before, the deviation observed is 
due to molecular diffusion and measurement lag.
Runs 1A, IB, and 4A, 4B presented in Figures 23 and 24 
were single-flow upsets in methyl acetate. As the methyl
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acetate flow is decreased, the overall residence time is
increased and the concentration of methyl acetate at the
inlet of the reactor is decreased (CL,<C,in). Since theBl BO
overall residence time is increased, there is more time 
for reaction; hence, more sodium hydroxide is used, and 
the concentration of sodium hydroxide at the outlet of 
the reactor starts dropping, as can be seen in Figures 2 3 
and 24. But as soon as a time equivalent to the new 
residence time lapses, the concentration effect comes into 
play and the sodium hydroxide concentration increases.
The response curve takes a reverse direction when methyl 
acetate flow is increased, as can be seen in Figures 24 
and 25. The tests were conducted at different flow rates; 
it was found that for even small changes in flow rate the
response followed the pattern described above.
Another interesting response was observed in runs 2A 
and 2B, presented in Figures 2 6 and 27. In runs 2A and 2B,
the flow rates of both sodium hydroxide and methyl acetate
were changed to the same extent ~ FBl/FB0 ^* In
run 2A the flow rates were increased from 52 cc/min to 79 
cc/min for both of the reactants. Hence, the residence 
time was-decreased from 1.05 min to 0.7 min, but since the 
flow rates were changed to the same extent, the concentra­
tions at the inlet of the reactor did not change. So, the 
only effect seen was due just to a reduction in residence
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time. As the residence time is reduced, there is less time 
for reacting and the amount of sodium hydroxide used up is 
less. So the concentration of sodium hydroxide at the out­
let of the reactor started increasing as soon as the upset 
was made and after a time equivalent to the new residence 
time leveled off at the new steady state. The effect of 
dispersion was negligible in this case, as expected since 
there is no sharp change in concentration in the reactor at 
any time or position. Excellent agreement was observed 
between-the- data and the RTD model without dispersion, as 
can be seen from Figures 26 and 27.
Simultaneous upsets in concentration and flow rate 
were also made. In the case of simultaneous upsets, the 
response, as before, comes out in two time zones. When a 
flow rate and concentration were changed, the net result 
on the system was a residence time change and change in 
concentrations of the reactants at the inlet of the 
reactor. The effect due to residence time change is felt 
as soon as the upset is made. If the residence time 
decreases after upset, the amount of time available for 
reaction is reduced, and the concentration of sodium 
hydroxide at the outlet of the reactor starts increasing.
If the residence time increases the reverse will happen. 
This effect is felt until a time period equivalent to the 
residence time lapses after upset. At this point, the
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effect due to the concentration change is seen. The direc­
tion which the response curve follows at this point depends 
entirely upon the net change in concentration of the 
reactants at the inlet of the reactor, at the time of the 
upset. Theoretically, the effect due to concentration 
change is felt when time equals the new residence time. In 
practice, this effect is seen sooner due to dispersion.
In run 5A, presented in Figure 28, the sodium hydroxide 
concentration was decreased and the flow rate of methyl 
acetate was also decreased. Since the flow rate was decreased, 
the residence time was increased. In this case, the residence 
time was increased from 0.81 to 1.11 min. This increase of 
residence time increased the amount of time available for 
reaction and the concentration of sodium hydroxide at the 
outlet of the reactor decreased, as can be seen in Figure 
28. A decrease of sodium hydroxide concentration in the 
incoming stream has a negative effect on the sodium hydrox­
ide concentration at the inlet of the reactor; however, 
decreasing the flow rate of methyl acetate has a positive 
effect. Thus, these two effects oppose each other and 
the shape of the response curve will depend upon the net 
result of these two effects. A similar argument can also 
be extended for the concentration of methyl acetate at the 
inlet of the reactor. In this particular case, the effect 
due to sodium hydroxide concentration decrease was greater
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than the effect due to methyl acetate flow rate decrease 
and the concentration of sodium hydroxide at the inlet of 
the reactor was reduced from 0.1235 to 0.0835 mole/liter. 
Hence, the concentration of sodium hydroxide at the outlet 
kept dropping until it reached the final steady state, as 
shown in Figure 2 8 . In run 5B the upset described above 
was made in the reverse direction and the response is shown 
in Figure 29. In runs 5A and 5B, the effects of the upsets 
on the inlet concentrations of sodium hydroxide and methyl 
acetate were opposing one another.
In run 6A, shown in Figure 30, the concentration of the 
incoming methyl acetate was increased, and the flow rate of 
the incoming sodium hydroxide was decreased. Since the 
overall residence time was increased, the concentration of 
sodium hydroxide at the outlet of the reactor started 
decreasing as soon as the upset was made. An increase in 
the incoming concentration of methyl acetate in the feed 
stream increases the concentration of methyl acetate at the 
inlet of the reactor, and a decrease in the incoming sodium 
hydroxide flow rate also increases the methyl acetate 
concentration at the inlet of the reactor. In this case, 
both the effects are complementing each other and the net 
result is seen as a big drop in the concentration of sodium 
hydroxide at the outlet of the reactor, as shown in Figure 
30. As is evident from Figure 30, the total outlet
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concentration change due to inlet concentration change is 
much larger than the effect due to the change in residence 
time. In run 6B, the upset was made in the reverse direc­
tion, and the response is shown in Figure 31. It is clear 
from the above discussion that the shape and magnitude of 
the response curves depend upon a wide variety of system 
parameters and boundary conditions.
In run 9B, shown in Figure 32, the incoming methyl 
acetate concentration was decreased, and the methyl acetate 
flow was also decreased. The overall residence time was 
increased, so the sodium hydroxide concentration at the 
outlet of the reactor started decreasing. In this case, 
the effects due to change in flow rate and concentration 
complement one another and the net result is an increase 
in the concentration of sodium hydroxide at the inlet of 
the reactor. Hence, the response curve first drops due 
to the increased residence time and then increases due to 
the sodium hydroxide concentration increase, as shown in 
Figure 32. In run 9A, the methyl acetate concentration and 
flow rate were increased? the response is shown in Figure 
33.
Runs 8A and 8B were also simultaneous upsets. These 
runs were very similar to runs 9A and 9B? in these runs 
both the concentration and flow rate of sodium hydroxide 
were changed. The response of runs 8A and 8B are recorded
T 1185 6
in Figures 34 and 35,
As mentioned before, there are many factors which affect 
reactor outlet concentration response. But the important 
factors that determined the shape of the response curves 
were the change in residence time and the changes in concen­
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Figure 6 . Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide
concentration to single flow upset (decrease)
in sodium hydroxide (Run 3A)
Comparison between lumped parameter model and 
RTD model.
X Lumped parameter model (N = 3)
• Lumped parameter model (N = 4)











Figure Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to single flow upset (decrease) 
in sodium hydroxide (Run 3A).
RTD model without dispersion
, RTD model with dispersion
Experimental data
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Figure 8 . Response of pH combination electrode 
(Run RES—1)•
Time constant = 1.65 sec 






Figure 9, Response of pH combination electrode 
(Run RES-2)
Time constant - 1.72 sec 








Figure 10• Response of pH combination electrode 
(Run RES-3)
Time constant = 1.65 sec





Figure 11* Effect of flow rate on dispersion
tp - Time constant of dispersion curves, min 
(as obtained from the different runs)
~ 1.83 exp (-17.78 F)
F = Flow rate, liter/min
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Figure 12. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to single concentration upset 
(decrease) in methyl acetate (Run 10A)
— RTD model without dispersion
-___ . RTD model with dispersion
.Experimental data
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Figure 13, Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to single concentration upset 
(increase) in methyl acetate (Run 10B)
— —  RTD model without dispersion 
— — RTD model with dispersion 
• Experimental data
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Figure 14. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to single concentration upset 
in methyl acetate (Runs 11A and 11B)
— RTD model without dispersion 
RTD model with dispersion 
• Experimental data
See Table 1 for operating conditions
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Figure 15. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to single concentration upset 
in sodium hydroxide (Runs 12A and 12B)
— RTD model without dispersion 
RTD model with dispersion 
. Experimental data
















Figure 16. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to single concentration upset 
(increase) in sodium hydroxide (Run 15A)
—  RTD model without dispersion 
——— - RTD model with dispersion 
. Experimental data
See Table 1 for operating conditions
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Figure 17• Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to single concentration upset 
(decrease) in sodium hydroxide (Run 15B)
-«**,«> RTD model without dispersion 
— — — . RTD model with dispersion 
• Experimental data
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Figure 18. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to simultaneous concentration 
upset (Run 13A)
— —  RTD model without dispersion 
— ~— - RTD model with dispersion 
. Experimental data












Figure 19. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to simultaneous concentration 
upset (Run 13B)
— —  - RTD model without dispersion 
— RTD model with dispersion 
• Experimental data
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Figure 20. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to simultaneous concentration 
upset (Runs 14 A and 14 B)
RTD model without dispersion 
— —  RTD model with dispersion 
• Experimental data


















Figure 21. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to simultaneous concentration 
upset (Runs 7A and 7B)
rtd model without dispersion 
. RTD model with dispersion
. Experimental data
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Figure 22. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to single flow upset (increase) 
in sodium hydroxide (Run 3B)
RTD model without dispersion 
— —  RTD mode1 with dispersion 
• Experimental data
See Table 1 for operating conditions
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Figure 23. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to single flow upset (decrease) 
in methyl acetate (Run 1A)
RX'D model without dispersion 
—  RTD model with dispersion 
• Experimental data
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Figure 24. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
condentration to single flow upset in sodium 
hydroxide (Runs 4A and 4B)
RTD model without dispersion 
• —  RTD model with dispersion
• Experimental data
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Figure 25® Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to single flow upset (increase) 
in methyl acetate (Run IB)
— — » RTD model without dispersion 
— .— . rtd model with dispersion 
• Experimental data
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Figure 26• Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to simultaneous flow upset 
(increase) (Run 2B)
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Figure 27. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to simultaneous flow upset 
(decrease) (Run 2A)
See Table .1 for operating conditions
RUN 2A
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Figure 28. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide
concentration to sodium hydroxide concentration 
decrease and methyl acetate flow decrease 
(Run 5A)
~ R T D  model without dispersion 
— —  RTD model with dispersion 
Experimental data
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Figure 29. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide
concentration to sodium hydroxide concentration 
increase and methyl acetate flow increase 
(Run 5R)
—  RTD model without dispersion
■ ... RTD model with dispersion
• Experimental data
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Figure 30. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to methyl acetate concentration 
increase and sodium hydroxide flow decrease 
(Run 6 A)
rtd model without dispersion 
— —  RTD model with dispersion
• Experimental data













Figure 31. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to methyl acetate concentration 
decrease and sodium hydroxide flow increase 
(Run 6B)
RTD model without dispersion 
RTD model with dispersion 
Experimental data













Figure 32. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to simultaneous decrease in 
methyl acetate concentration and flow (Run 9B)
rxd model without dispersion 
— —  . RTD model with' dispersion 
• Experimental data
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Figure 33. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to simultaneous increase in 
methyl acetate concentration and flow (Run 9A)
— — — RTD model without dispersion 
rtd model with dispersion 
• Experimental data
See Table 1 for operating conditions
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Figure 34. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide
concentration to sodium hydroxide concentration 
increase and sodium hydroxide flow decrease 
(Run 8B)
RTD model without dispersion 
— — ■ RTD model with dispersion 
• Experimental data

















Figure 35 * Transient response of outlet sodiurn hydroxide 
concentration to sodium hydroxide concentra­
tion increase and sodium hydroxide flow 
decrease (run 8A)
—  RTD model without dispersion
 --- RTD model with dispersion
• Experimental data
See Table 1 for operating conditions
C. , mole/liter
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The RTD model developed in this dissertation can also 
be used for studying non-isothermal distributed parameter 
systems. The equations describing the concentration and 
temperature in an adiabatic tubular reactor with a non- 
isothermal second-order reaction are highly non-linear 




st + v TiT = k°e c c,a b
AE
ac, ac, ~R,Th , ,, b . 1 _ _
+ V SiT = koe a b <6-1)















Concentration of component A (function of x and t) 





Density of the reactants
Heat capacity of the reactants
Heat of reaction
Velocity of reactants in reactor
125
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x : Length variable 
t : Time variable
It is exceptionally difficult to obtain an analytical 
solution to the above set of equations. Even obtaining a 
numerical solution would be complicated. Hence, it would 
be very difficult to obtain response information from the 
above set of equations. In cases like this the RTD model 
is most useful; in the following sections a few cases will 
be discussed.
First Order Reaction
For the use of the RTD model, it is essential to have
knowledge of the batch reactor theory. The basic equations
that give concentration and temperature as a function of
time for an adiabatic batch reactor with a first order
reaction A  s- B are:
AE
^  = ^ " RlT cdt o A
dT _ /dCAx -AH 
eft dt ; VpC
(6-2)
The definition of terms is the same as for equation (6—1)• 
An analytical solution can be obtained for the above 
equations by simplifying the exponential term using Taylor 
series expansion giving the following general form of solu­
tion for the above equations:
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= ------9-------    - DC. (6-3)CA 0 (DCAo + C)exp(Ct) Ao
where D = k0B'A^
C = k ^ A ' - B ^  CAq + B'T^ 
kQ = Frequency factor 
A, = (-AH) /vpc
ir
V = Volume of the reactor
A' = exp (-AE/RT^) (1 + in T .̂
R 1B'= -exp (-AE/RT-)
C^q « Initial concentration of component A 
T^ = Initial temperature of reactive mixture
Using equation 6-3 the batch data can be generated. Figure 
36 is a schematic diagram for typical non-isothermal con­
centration curves plotted as a function of time in an 
adiabatic non-isothermal batch reactor. To define one 
curve, it is necessary' to know the initial concentration 
of the reactant and also the initial temperature of the 
reactant. In Figure 36, curve 1 corresponds to the con­
ditions before an upset and curve 2 corresponds to condi­
tions after upset. The response curve can be either 
graphically obtained or analytically derived by using the 
method developed in the theoretical section. In Figure 36 
the path followed for a concentration upset will be A-B, 
and for flow upset the path would be A-C-D.
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Second Order Reaction
In the case of a second-order system with the reaction
Though the analytical solution for the above equations 
is difficult, the solution can be easily obtained by pro­
gramming these equations on a digital computer or an analog 
computer* An unsealed analog program for equations 6-4 is 
shown in Figure 37.
The scaling of these equations should be done very care­
fully since there is a successive multiplication. Through 
this analog circuit a series of batch curves can be gen­
erated for various conditions, and from these curves the 
response data can easily be derived.
A + B k







*The definition of the terras in equation (6-4) is the same 
as in equation (6-3) •
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The recycle reactor has drawn a lot of attention 
recently, and has been used widely in industry. This type 
of reactor is very useful in case of reactions, where the 
reaction rate constant is small. The basic advantage in 
recycling is derived through greater conversion of raw 
material. This is obtained by giving fluid elements more 
residence time in the reactor. However, recycling does not 
give any significant advantage if the reaction rate con­
stant was large. In the sections to follow, it will be 
shown how the RTD model can be used to predict the response 
for concentration upsets in a reactor with recycle. Figure 
38 schematically shows a tubular reactor with recycle, and 
the recycle ratio is R.
Assumptions
1. The reaction taking place in the reactor is a 
second-order isothermal irreversible reaction.
2. Initially the reactor is at a given steady state,
3. Plug flow conditions exist in the reactor.
4. The reactants and products are incompressible.
5. There is no reaction in the recycle line. This 





















Concentration of A entering reactor (based on stream
A) before upset, mole/liter
Concentration of B entering reactor (based on stream
B) before upset, mole/liter
Flow rate of A before upset, liter/min 
Flow rate of B before upset, liter/min
Concentration of A entering reactor (based on stream
A) after upset, mole/liter
Concentration of B entering reactor (based on stream
B) after upset, mole/liter
Flow rate of A after upset, liter/min 
Flow rate of B after upset, liter/min 
Volume of reactor, liter 
Residence time after upset, min
Concentration of A at the inlet of recycle reactor 
@ (n-1) T^t<n T^, mole/liter
Concentration of A at the outlet of recycle reactor 
@ (n-l)T^<.t<n T^, mole/liter
Concentration of B at the inlet of recycle reactor 
@ (n-1)T^£t<n T^, mole/liter
Concentration of B at the outlet of recycle reactor 
@ (n-l)T-j£t<n T^, mole/liter
t =5 0, at time of upset
Recycle ratio = Recycle flow/Reactor throughput 
Positive integer, 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 03
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Concentration Upsets 
Initially the reactor is at a given steady state before 
a concentration upset is made at t = 0 ,
For t<0, the outlet steady state concentration values 
are Ca o  ̂ and CBo .̂ The corresponding inlet conditions are
c“ o ■ <i- «  f t k ;  c«  ♦ -
c“ » ' U 'R) * R c“ i
At time t = 0, a concentration upset is made in either 
CaI or CBI* cr koth, T^e new inlet concentrations to the 
reactor based upon total throughput for the time zone 
0 <t<T1 are
FA1CAi ~ (1~R) p ~ ^ p ~  + R CAo
1 A1 B1
CBi1 “ (i~R) CBF + R CBo-j1 A1 B1 1
where R = Recycle ratio
= Recycle flow/Reactor throughput
Since the residence time does not change when a concentra­
tion upset is made, the concentrations at the outlet of 
the reactor remain at the old steady state values until one 
residence- time lapses.
Thus, at t = T^, there will be a concentration change 
at the outlet of the reactor. Since it is assumed in this
T 1185
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case that there is no transportation lag in the recycle 
line, a concentration change will be felt at the same time 
at the inlet of the reactor due to change in recycle con­
centration.
Accordingly, the inlet and outlet concentrations for 
the time zone 
T ̂<.t< 2 T1
will be given by the following equations:
Case 1: "̂Aî  ^
CAo2 N 1 exptM-jkT-jl-l.O
Case 2: C'Ai CBi1 1
C 1






CBi2 _ (1"R) FA1+FB1 C&F + R C b ° 2
Similarly for the time zone
2T1<.t<3TjL
the concentration will be given by
Case Is CAi CBi 
2 2
m2
'Ao, N exp(M2 kTjl-1.0
where M0 = Gn . - Ck .2 Bi2 h±2
CB i 2
N 2 = C ~ ~2 ^
CH = M» + C,.
3 2 3





° A i 3 = (1”R) CAF + R Cao3
fb i
Cr i = P +p“  Corl + R C3 A1+FB1 BF B o 3
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This calculation can be extended to any length of time 
In a more general form, one could write the following 
equations.
(n-1) £  t < nT^
Case 1: ? CB -
(n-1 ) (n-1 )
A ° n  N ( n - l ) e X P { M ( n - l ) k T l }" 1 *°
where M, v = CR . - C*.
(n 1) (n-1) (n-1)
C,.




A o n  _ 1 _ _ _ _ _  -  k T
CAi, ..( n - 1 )
c = c Bo Ao_n n
FA1
CAi ~ (1~R) Fa t+fTT CAF + R CAo n Bl n
cBin - (1-R) fa1+fb 1  cbf + R CBon
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Thus, for both single and multiple concentration upsets the 
response of a tubular reactor with recycle will come out in 
the form of steps. This is due to the residence time effect 
coupled with the effect caused by recycle.
Some typical responses of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to concentration upsets are shown in Figures 
39, 40, and 41. The reaction used for these case studies 
was the saponification of methyl acetate. It is evident 
from Figures 39, 40, and 41 that as the recycle rate is 
increased, the concentration of sodium hydroxide at the out­
let decreases. Also, the system reaches a defined steady 
state much faster for a smaller recycle ratio than a higher 
recycle ratio. As the recycle ratio is increased, the 
defined steady state decreases; and in the limiting case 
when the recycle ratio becomes one, the steady state goes 
to zero. When the recycle ratio is one the residence time 
of all the fluid elements becomes infinity. The effect of 
reaction rate can also be seen in the figures. Increasing 
the reaction rate decreases the value of the two steady 
state reached. Figures 39, 40, and 41 also show approach 
to the initial steady state, starting with an empty reactor. 
The calculations for approach to initial steady state can 
be made in the same fashion as the one used for obtaining 
the response.
The KTD model can also be extended to single flow 
upsets and multiple upsets. In these cases, the response
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curve will not come out in steps as in the case of the 
concentration upset. Instead, the response curve obtained 
will be a smooth continuous curve. This occurs because 
the effluent concentration from the reactor keeps continu­
ously changing in value due to the residence time effect; 
thus, the dilution effect at the inlet of the reactor does 
not remain the same for any length of time.
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Figure 39. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to simultaneous concentration 
upset in a tubular reactor with recycle ratio 
of 0.3 (k = 10)
C = 0.25 mole/liter C^p = 0.50 mole/liter
C„_ - 0.2 5 mole/liter C T = 0.50 mole/literi>± Br
Fao’ ” O’0 5 l-iter/min ■ = 0.05 liter/min
fbo = 0.0 5 liter/min F ^  = 0.0 5 liter/min
Note: Upset made at t = 0 min
The discontinuous line shows the response curve 
when there is no recycle.
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Figure 40. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to simultaneous concentration 
upset in a tubular reactor with recycle ratio 
of 0.7 (k = 2)
- 0.25 mole/liter 
C,T = 0 . 2 5 raole/literx>±
= 0.50 mole/liter
CQ„ = 0.50 mole/liter i3r
F, = 0.0 5 liter/rain' AvJ
F = 0.05 liter/min ilU
F ^  = 0.0 5 liter/rain 
F^^ = 0.05 liter/min
Note: Upset made at t = 0 min






Figure 41. Transient response of outlet sodium hydroxide 
concentration to simultaneous concentration 
upset in a tubular reactor with recycle ratio 
of 0.3 (k = 2)
C ~ 0.25 mole/literAJL
COT = 0.25 mole/liter
C^p =0.50 mole/liter 
CgF = 0.50 mole/liter
= 0.05 liter/min 
F0n - .0.05 liter/minBU
F,n = 0.05 liter/min A1
F = 0.05 liter/min B 1
Note:■ Upset made at t = 0 min
14 7




The RTD model is most effective in predicting the 
response of distributed parameter reactor system. For the 
second-order isothermal system studied the data were pre­
dicted very well. However, deviations were observed at 
certain portions of the response curve, especially when 
large changes in concentrations took place in the system.
This was due to dispersion. In this study it was observed
that because dispersion was mainly dependent upon flow rate, 
a correlation was possible. Although molecular diffusion 
contributes toward non-ideality, in this system the effect 
due to molecular diffusion seem to be of little consequence. 
The overall dispersion observed was shown to be first order 
and behaved just like a first-order mixing lag. This 
behavior is in keeping with observations made by some of 
the previous workers who have investigated non-ideality in 
flow systems (15, 23). In future studies it would be 
interesting to investigate the effect of reaction rate and 
reaction geometry on dispersion.
In this study a wide variety of upsets was made and the
responses obtained for the different cases were varied and 
interesting. The important factors that decided the shape 
of the response curve were the concentrations of the 
reactants at the inlet of the reactor and the residence
149
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time* The concentrations of the reactants at the inlet of 
the reactor depend upon the flow rates of the feed streams 
and their respective concentrations.
When the flow rate of one of the inlet streams is 
changed, the concentrations of the reactants at the inlet 
of the reactor change and the residence time also changes. 
Hence, when one flow rate changes the reactor essentially 
sees a triple upset. (The triple upset is a change in the 
residence time and changes in the concentrations of both 
the reactants at the inlet of the reactor.) The response 
curve obtained for a single flow upset comes out in two 
stages. When the flow upset is made, the residence-time 
effect is felt first followed by the effect due to concen­
tration change. The first stage starts as soon as the 
upset is made and ends after a time equivalent to the new 
residence time. The second stage takes over at this point.
For example, if the methyl acetate flow was increased, 
the net result would be an increase of methyl acetate 
concentration and decrease of sodium hydroxide concentra­
tion at the inlet of the reactor. The residence time 
after upset would be smaller than the residence time before 
upset. Since the residence time has decreased, there is 
less time for reaction; so less sodium hydroxide is used 
by the reaction, and the concentration of sodium hydroxide 
at the outlet starts increasing. It keeps increasing
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until time becomes equal to the new residence time, but at 
this point the fluid elements with the new concentrations 
hit the measuring probe and the concentration of sodium 
hydroxide at the outlet starts dropping. For a reverse 
upset, unlike the concentration upsets, the response 
obtained is not a mirror image. This is due to the resi­
dence time effect.
Another interesting response curve was observed for 
simultaneous flow upset. The upset was made in such a way 
that both the flow rates were changed at the same time and 
to the same extent. For a change made in this fashion, 
the only change seen by the system is a residence time 
change, and there is no change in concentrations at the 
inlet of the reactor. Hence, the response observed was 
a smooth curve. When the residence time increased, the 
concentration at the outlet of the reactor decreased, and 
vice versa. For a simultaneous flow upset where the flow 
rates were not changed to the same extent, the response 
curve observed would be very similar to the one observed 
for a single flow upset.
Simultaneous upsets in flow and concentration have 
the same effect on the system as a single-flow upset.
But, some interesting observations can be made about these 
kinds of upsets. In the case of a single-flow upset, it 
. is possible to predict qualitatively, without making any
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calculations, the shape of the curve. It is also possible 
to predict whether or not the response curve is going to 
have a maximum or minimum. A similar prediction cannot be 
made for a simultaneous upset in flow and concentration 
without making calculations. For example, in the case 
where the sodium hydroxide concentration was increased and 
the flow rate of methyl acetate was increased, there were 
two effects opposing each other. Increasing the sodium 
hydroxide concentration has a positive effect on the con­
centration of sodium hydroxide at the inlet of the reactor, 
but increasing the flow rate of methyl acetate has a nega­
tive effect on the concentration of sodium hydroxide at 
the inlet of the reactor. Since these two effects oppose 
each other, it is very difficult to draw any meaningful 
conclusions without making calculations. However, if the 
two effects were complementing each other, qualitative 
predictions could be made as before. The deciding factors 
which control the nature of the response curve are the 
final inlet concentrations and the difference between the 
initial and final residence times.
In the case of concentration upsets, since there is no 
change in the residence time, the ideal response should 
be in the form of a step. However, due to dispersion, the 
response curves came out in the form of an exponential 
curve.
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It was observed that plug-flow conditions could be 
obtained with Reynolds Numbers of 2 50 or greater for the 
reactor used in this study• The reactor/ in the form of 
a spiral/ had a length-to-diameter ratio of 820. It would 
be of interest to obtain quantitative information about 
the relationship between the different variables like 
reactor geometry, physical properties of reactants, flow 
rate, etc*, and approach to plug-flow conditions.
In the earlier sections, theory pertaining to non- 
isothermal cases and tubular reactors with recycle was 
developed. As can be seen, the RTD model can be used with 
greater ease than classical reactor dynamics methods in 
these cases. In the case of a reactor with recycle, the 
response for a concentration upset comes out in the form 
of steps. It has been established theoretically that as 
the recycle ratio is increased, the steady state attained 
finally is lowered. It is recommended that further studies 
be conducted to test the versatility of the RTD model, 
with both first-order and second-order non-isothermal 
systems. It is advisable to study systems without much 
dispersion so that the effect due to non-isothermal condi­
tions can be obtained explicitly. Another region of 
interest would be to study the response of a tubular 
reactor system with recycle.
Even though the reactions discussed in this dissertation
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were irreversible, the RTD model can be easily used for 
reversible reactions as well.
The RTD model can also be extended to tubular reactors 
with compressible fluids; since the appropriate batch and 
tubular equations are identical.
Another field where the RTD model can be used is in 
tubular heat exchanger dynamic studies. The appropriate 
equations in the case of the tubular heat exchanger are;
Batch: t = PC,
dT
(-r)










Generation term, cal/min C 
(For constant heat flux, -r - Q) 
(For constant wall temperature,
-r U(y-T)
Flow rate, cc/min 
Volume of tubular reactor, cc 
Temperature, °C 
Wall temperature, °C
Overall heat transfer coefficient, 
cal/(sq cm) min °C 
Heat flux at wall, cal/cc min 
Length of tubular reactor, cm 
Amount of time in batch reactor, min 
Density of fluid in reactor, g/cc 
Heat capacity, cal/g °C
Residence time, rain
In summary, this study has revealed that an isothermal
tubular reactor system with a second order reaction shows a
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wide variety of responses and that they can be predicted 
well with the RTD model.
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NOMENCLATURE
Ca  ̂ Concentration of A @ x = 0, mole/liter
C , Concentration of A @ x = L, mole/literal
C „ Concentration of A @ x = (n/N)L, mole/literciXl
Ca Concentration of A, mole/liter (function of x and t)
C^j Concentration of B @ x = 0, mole/liter
Cfai Concentration of B § x = L, mole/liter
Cĵ n Concentration of B @ x = (n/N) L, mole/liter
C^ Concentration of B, mole/liter (function of x and t)
CA Concentration of sodium hydroxide @ the outlet of
the reactor, mole/liter
Cfi Concentration of methyl acetate @ the outlet of
the reactor, mole/liter
N Number of times reactor is divided
k Reaction rate constant
C^i Concentration of sodium hydroxide in stream A
entering the reactor before upset, mole/liter
CBI Concentration of methyl acetate in stream B
entering the reactor before upset, mole/liter
FAq Flow rate of stream A (sodium hydroxide) before
upset, liter/min
Fbq Flow rate of stream B (methyl acetate) before
upset, liter/min
CA 0 Concentration of sodium hydroxide at the inlet of
the reactor before upset (based upon the mixed 
stream) mole/liter
CB 0  Concentration of methyl acetate at the inlet of




Tq Residence time before upset, min
CaQn Steady state concentration of A before upset,
mole/liter
CRqn Steady state concentration of 3 before upset,
mole/liter
V Volume of reactor, liter
CA_ Concentration of sodium hydroxide in stream A
entering the reactor after upset, mole/liter
Cbf Concentration of methyl acetate in stream B
entering the reactor after upset, mole/liter
F,, Flow rate of stream A (sodium hydroxide) after
upset, liter/rain
Fgi Flow rate of stream B (methyl acetate) after
upset, liter/min
CAi Concentration of sodium hydroxide at the inlet of
the reactor after upset (based upon the mixed 
stream) mole/liter
CBi Concentration of methyl acetate at the inlet of
the reactor after upset (based upon the mixed 
stream) mole/liter
Residence time after upset, min
C^g Steady state concentration of A after upset,
1 mole/liter
C Steady state concentration of B after upset, ,
1 mole/liter
n Positive integer, 1, 2, 3, ...
tp Time constant of dispersion curve, min
CAi Concentration of A at the inlet of the recycle
n reactor for the time interval (n-l)T n .<, t < n Tn ,
mole/liter
CAq Concentration of A at the outlet of the recycle
n reactor for the time interval (n-l)h <, t < n T, ,
mole/liter
Concentration of B at the inlet of the recycle 
reactor for the tirae interval (n - ljT^ < t < n 
mole/liter
Concentration of B at the outlet of the recycle 
reactor for the time interval (n 1)T^ <. t < n 
mole/liter
t = 0 at time of upset
Recycle ratio = Recycle flow/Reactor throughput






Density of reacting mixture, gm/cc
Heat capacity of reacting mixture, cal/gm °C
Heat of reaction, kcal/mole
Velocity of reactants in reactor, cm/min
Initial temperature of reacting mixture, °C
Reaction rate, mole/liter min
Heat generation term, cal/min
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Single Flow Upset (methyl acetate)
Run No. 1 A Run No. I B
CAI = 0.2486 Cap = 0.2486 CAI = 0.2486 CAF = ° * 2 4 8 6
CBi = 0 . 2 2 2 1 C3F = 0.2221 CBI = 0 . 2 2 2 1 C u„ = 0 . 2 2 2 1  BF
F ao “ 0 • .0 52 Fa1 = 0.052 A1 FA0 = ° ‘° 52 FA1 = 0 , 0 5 2
fbo = ° * 0 7 9 FB1 ° ' 0 5 2 Fbq = 0.052 Fb 1 = 0.079
Time CA Time CAmin. moles/liter min. moles/liter
0 . 0 0.0254 0.0 0.0418
0 . 1 0.0251 0 . 1 0.0422
0 . 2 0.0243 0 . 2 0.0426
0.3 0.0240 0.3 0.0434
0.4 0.0232 0.4 0.0 422
0.5 0.0229 0.5 0.0450
0 . 6 0 . 0 2 2 0 0 . 6 0.0462
0.7 0.0219 0.7 0.0464
0 . 8 0,0216 0 . 8 0.0446
0.9 0 . 0 2 2 2 0.9 0.0367
1. 0 0.0274 1.0 0.0314
1 , 1 .0.0323 1 . 1 0.0290
1 . 2 0.0360 1.2 0.0271
1.3 0.0383 1.3 0.0264
1.4 0.0395 1.4 0.02581.5 0.0401 1.5 0.0256
1 . 6 0.0407 1 . 6 0.0255
1.7 0.0411 1.7 0.0258
1.9 0.0417 1.9 0.0254





Run No. 2 A Run No. 2 B
CAI = ° * 1 2 3 5 C = AF 0.1235 CAi = 0.1235 CAF 0.1235
CBI = 0.1216 CBF 0.1216 CBI = ° ' 1 2 1 6 CBF " 0.1216
FA0 = ° ' 0 5 2 FA1 “ 0.0 79 Fao = 0.079 FA1 = 0.052
Fb 0 = 0.052 FB1 = 0.0 79 Fb 0 = 0.079 FB1 = 0.052
















































Single Flow Upset (sodium hydroxide)
Run No. 3 A Run No. 3 B
CAi = 0.2486 CAF = ° ' 2 4 8 6 CAI = 0.2486 = 0.248iAF
CT5T = 0.2221 CBF = 0 . 2 2 2 1 CBI = 0 . 2 2 2 1 CBF = ° « 2 2 2
Fao = 0.079 FA1 = ° * 0 1 6 Fa 0 = 0.016 Fa 1 = 0.079
= 0.031 F = 0.031 F„_ = 0.031 Fn, = 0.031BO B1 B0 B 1
Time cA Time CArrtin. moles/liter min. moles/liter
0 . 0 0 . 1 2 0 8 0.0 0.0018
0 . 2 0 . 1 2 0 1 0 . 1 0.0019
0.4 0.1181 0.2 0 . 0 0 2 1
0 . 6 0.1176 0.3 0.003
0 . 8 0.1180 0.4 0.0035
1.0 0.1165 0.5 0.0050
1.2 0.1148 0 . 6 0.0055
1.4 0.1153 0.7 0.0065
1.6 0.1150 0 . 8 0.0070
1 . 8 0.1145 0.9 0 . 0 1 1 0
2 . 0 0.1130 1.0 0.0580
2 . 2 0.1025 1 . 1 0.08912.4 0.076 1.2 0.0985
2 . 6 0.055 1.3 0 . 1 0 2 2
2 . 8 0.039 1.4 0.11043.0 0.0295 1.5 0.1161
3.2 0.0265 1.6 0.1179
3.4 0 . 0 2 2 1.7 0.11833.6 0.018 1 . 8 0.1195
3.8 0 . 0 1 2 1.9 0 . 1 2 1






Single Flow Upset (methyl acetate)
Run No. 4 A Run No. 4 B
CrT = 0.2486 AX CAF = 0.2486 CA1 “ 0 . 2 4 8 6 CMP = 0.2486
CBi = 0.1216 = 0.1216BF CBI = 0.1216 ChTn = 0.1216 BF
Fao = 0.031 FA1 = ° * 0 3 1 Fao =0.031 FA1 “ ° * 0 3 1
Fb 0 = 0.016 Fb 1  = 0.052 Fbo =0.052 FU1 = 0.016B  X
Time CA Time Camin. moles/liter min. raoles/liter
0.0 0.1225 0 . 0 0.0360
0 . 2 0.1226 0 . 2 0.0360
0.4 0.1230 0.4 0.0351
0.6 0.12 30 0 . 6 0.0340
0 . 8 0.1227 0 . 8 0.0315
1.0 0 . 1 2 2 1 1 . 0 0,0320
1. 2 0 . 1 2 2 0 1.2 0.0320
1.4 0.091 1.4 0.0310
1 . 6 0,0655 1 . 6 0.0301
1 . 8 0.0 510 1 . 8 0.0295
2 . 0 0.0475 2 . 0 0.0300
2 . 2 0.0405 2 . 2 0.0 495
2.4 0.038 2.4 0.0680
2 . 6 0.037 2 . 6 0.0865
2 . 8 0.0375 2 . 8 0.09453.0 0.036 3.0 0.1015
3. 2 0.0375 3.2 0 .10 72













(sodium hydroxide concentration, methyl acetate flow)
Run No. 5 A Run No. 5 B
CAI = 0.247 CAF 0.1215 CAI = 0.1215 CAF 0.247
CBI = 0.2275 CBF 0.2275 CBI = 0.2275 CBF 0.2275
*1 > o - 0.068 f ai - 0.068 f ao - 0.068 F = r A1 0.068
























































































(methyl acetate concentration and sodium hydroxide flow)
Run No. 6 A Run No. 6 B
CAI = 0.1215 CAF = ° * 1 2 1 5 CAI = 0.1215 CAF = 0.1215
C3I 0.1187 CBF = 0.2275 CBI = 0.2275 CBF = 0.1187
fao = 0.068 FAi = 0.031 fao = 0.031 fm = 0.068











































































Run No, 7 A Run No. 7 B
CAI = 0.1258 = 0.2486 CM  = 0.2486 cAF = 0.1258
CBI = 0.1216 CBp =* 0 . 2 2 2 1 CBi = 0 . 2 2 2 1 cBF = 0.1216
F An = 0.079 F = 0.079 F _ n = 0,079 F-.. = 0.079AO A1 AO A1
Fb 0 = 0.079 FB1 = ° * 0 7 9 Fbo = 0.079 FB1 = ° ' 079
Time CA Time CA
min. moles/liter min. moles/liter
0 . 0 0.035 0 . 0 0.0531
0 . 1 0.0352 0 . 1 0.0527
0 . 2 0.0347 0 . 2 0.0532
0.3 0.0352 0.3 0.0528
0.4 0.0354 0.4 0.053
0.5 0.0353 0.5 0.053
0 . 6 0.0357 0 . 6 0.0525
0.65 0.0397 0.65 0.0495
0.7 0,0455 0.7 0.0417
0. 75 0.050 0.75 0.0385
0 . 8 0.0515 0 . 8 0.0365
0.9 0.0526 0.9 0.0355
1.0 0.0529 1.0 0.0352
1 . 1 0.0531 1 . 1 0.0348
1 , 2 0.0534 1 . 2 0,0346
1.3 0.0531 1.3 0.0349
1.4 0.0528 1.4 0.0348
1.5 0.0532 1.5 0.0352
1.6 0.0532 1 . 6 0 .0 352
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Table 9
Simultaneous Upset (sodium hydroxide concentration and flow)
Run No. 8 A Run No. 8 B
CAI “ ° * 2 7 4 CAF = ° ‘ 1 2 1 5 CAI " °* 1215 CAp = 0.247
CBi - 0.2275 CBF * ° - 2 2 7 5 CBI = 2275 CBF = 0.22 75
FA0 “ ° * 0 6 8 FA1 = ° ‘° 31 > o II o • 031 FA1 = ° * 0 6 8
fbo = °«06s FB1 = ° * 0 6 8 FB0 06 8 FB 1  = 0.068
Time CA Time CA
min. moles/liter min. moles/liter
0 . 0 0.047 0 . 0 0.0026
0 . 1 0.0464 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 2 2
0 . 2 0.0454 0 . 2 0.0024
0.3 0.0436 0.3 0.0033
0.4 0.0430 0.4 0.0036
0.5 0.0420 0.5 0.0044
0 . 6 0.0412 0 . 6 0.0046
0.7 0.0405 0.7 0.0060
0 . 8 0.0400 0 . 8 0.0224
0.9 0.0384 0.9 0.0336
1.0 0.0353 1.0 0.0 40 4
1 . 1 0.0298 1 . 1 0.0444
1 . 2 0.0208 1.2 0.0464
1.3 0.0138 1.3 0.0464
1.4 0 . 0 1 0 0 1.4 0.0 46 8
1.5 0.0090 1.5 0.0468
1 . 6 0.0064 1 . 6 0.0472
1.7 0.0048 1.7 0.0472
1 . 8 0.0037 1 . 8 0.0470
1.9 0.0032 1.9 0.0470
2 . 0 0.0029
2 . 1 0.0027




Simultaneous Upset (methyl acetate concentration and flow) 
Run No. 9 A Run No. 9 B
CAI = °*2486 = 0.2486 1!H<
u 0.2486 C^p = 0.2486
CBI = 0.1216 CBF = 0.2221 CBI = 0.2221 CUT1 — 0 .1216. or
Fao =0. 0 5 2 f a i - °-052 f ao 0.052 FA] = °*052
Fb0 - 0.052 F = 0.0 79 f bo 0.079 FB1 = °'052
Time CA Time CA
min. moles/liter min. moles/liter
0.0 0.0741 0.0 0.026
0.1 0.0735 0.1 0.0252
0.2 0.0 75 0.2 0.0245
0.3 0.0749 0.3 0.0238
0.4 0.0756 0.4 0.0233
0.5 0.0 76 0.5 0.0222
0.6 0.077 0.6 0.0230
0.7 0.0734 0.7 0.0217 '
0.8 0.06 2 0. 8 0.0215
0.9 0.0455 0.9 0.0222
1.0 0.0345 1.0 0.0383
1.1 0.0303 1.1 0.0492
1.2 0.0283 1.2 0.0582
1.3 0.0268 1.3 0.0635
1.4 0.0260 1.4 0.06 77
1.5 0.0259 1.5 0.0700
1.6 0.0257 1.6 0.0715
1.7 0.0252 1.7 0.0725 ,
1 . 8 0.0255 1.8 0.0727




Single Concentration Upset (methyl acetate)
Run No, 10 A Run No. 10 B
CAI = 0.2486 o % It 0.2486 CAI = 0.2486 C, _ AF = 0.2486
CBI = 0.2390 CBF 0.1216 CBI = 0.1216 cBF = 0.2390
f ao = 0.024 f ai = 0.024 FA0 = 0.024 FA1 = 0.024



























0 . 0 2 2 2  
0.0213 
0 . 0 2 2  
0 . 0 2 2  
0 . 0 2 2  
0.0217 
0.0215 





























































Single Concentration Upset (methyl acetate)
Run No. 11 A Run No. 11 B
CAI = 0.2486 C__, = 0.2486 At = 0.2486AX = 0.2486
C T = 0.2390xJ X CBF = 0.1216 CaT = 0.1216 CBF = 0.2390
Fao = 0.0 52 fai = ° * 0 5 2 Fao = 0.052 Fax = ° - 0 5 2
Fbq = 0.052 FB 1  - 0.052 fbo = ° - 0 5 2 ■F_. = 0.052 BX
Time CA Time CA
min. moles/liter rain. moles/liter
0 . 0 0.0742 0 . 0 0.0376
0 . 2 0.0739 0 . 2 0.0385
0.4 0.0732 0.4 0.0372
0 . 6 0.0732 0 . 6 0.0380
0 . 8 0.0735 0 . 8 0.0380
1.0 0,068 1 . 0 0.0395
1 . 2 0.0547 1 . 2 0.0564
1.4 0.0445 1.4 0.066
1 . 6 0.0406 1 . 6 0.0695
1 . 8 0.0385 1 . 8 0.0 72
2 . 0 0.0381 2.0 0.0732
2 . 2 0.038 2 . 2 0.0 732
2.4 0.0385 2.4 0.0737
2 . 6 0.038 2 . 6 0.0735
2 . 8 0.0375 2 . 8 0.0738
3.0 0.0375 3.0 0.0738
T 1185 173
Table 13
Single Concentration Upset (sodiurn hydroxide)
Run No. 12 A Run No. 12 B
O > H - 0.12 35 o % ii 0.246 CAI = 0.246 = 0.1235
CBI = 0.1216 c = BF 0.1216 CBI = 0.1216 = 0.1216BF
f ao - 0.052 f ai = 0.052 FA0 « 0.052 FA 1 =0.052
f bo = 0.052 f bi = 0.052 FB0 = 0.052 = 0.052
Time ^A Time
min. moles/liter min, moles/liter
0 . 0 0.0282 0 . 0 0.0718
0.2 0.0282 0.2 0.0718
0.4 0.0280 0.4 0.0720
0.6 0.0276 0.6 0.0719
0.8 0.0280 0.8 0.0719
1.0 0.0286 1.0 0.0713
1.1 0.0492 1.1 0.0483
1.2 0.0594 1.2 0.0420
1.3 0.0684 1.3 0.0370
1.4 0.0677 1.4 0.0352
1.5 0.0690 1.5 0.0328
1.7 0.0702 1.7 0.0302
1.9 0.0708 1.9 0.0286
2.1 0.0714 2.1 0.0283
2.3 0.0715 2.3 0.0282
2.5 0.0717 2.5 0.0275
2.7 0.0715 2.7 0.0281
2.9 0.0718 2.9 0.0277
3.1 0.0717 3.1 0.0282
3.3 0.0718 3.3 0.0283




Run No. 13 A
cAI « 0.2486 CAF ~ 0.1258
cBI = 0.1216 O ii 0.2390
*1 > o = 0.031
iiH< 0.031
FBO = 0.031 F = Bl 0.031
Time CA
min. moles/liter
0 . 0 0.0675
0 , 2 0.0675
0.4 0.067
0 . 6 0.0673
0 . 8 0.0674
1.0 0. 06 70
1 . 2 0.0672
1.4 0.0672
1.6 0 • 06 6 5
1.7 0.0585
1 . 8 0.0 4 75
1.9 0.0349
2 . 0 0.0290
2 . 2 0.02 25











Run No. 13 B
CAI = 0.1258 CAF = 0.2486
CBI = 0.2390 CBF = 0.1216
fao = 0.037 fai = 0.031
fbo, = 0.031 fbi = 0.031
Time CA
min. moles/li
0 . 0 0.005
0 . 2 0.0055
0.4 0.005
0. 6 0.0045
0 . 8 0.0050
1.0 0.0045
1 . 2 0.0045
1.4 0.0045
1 . 6 0.0050
1.7 0 . 0 1 0
1 . 8 0.0225
1.9 0.0335
2 . 0 0.0402
















Run No. 14 A Run No. 14 B
CAI « 0.1258 =AF 0.2486 cUAI = ■ 0.2486 CAF = 0.1258
CBI = 0.1216 c„„ =BF 0.2390 CBI = 0.2390 CBF = 0.1216
f ao = 0.044 F = Al 0.044 FA0 = 0.044 fai = 0.044


















































































Single Concentration Upset (sodium hydroxide)
Run No, 15 A Run No. 15 B
CAi - 0.12 35 CAF = ° ‘2 4 6 CAI = ° * 2 4 6 CAF “ ° « 1 2 3 5
CBI - 0.1216 CBF = 0 * 1 2 1 6 C = 0.1216B 1 CBF = ° * 1 2 1 6
Fao =0.024 F_. = 0.024 A1 Fao = 0.024 F , = 0.024 A1
Fbo = 0.024 fbi = ° - 0 2 4 Fbo = 0.024 FB1 = ° " 0 2 4
Time CA Time CA
min. moles/liter min. moles/liter
0 . 0 0.0185 0 . 0 0.0647
0.5 0.018 0.5 0.0638
1 . 0 0.0182 1 . 0 0.0645
1.5 0.018 1.5 0.0645
2 . 0 0 . 0 2 0 2 2 . 0 0.0631
2 . 1 0.0267 2 . 1 0.0566
2 , 2 0.0326 2 . 2 0.0515
2.3 0.0375 2.3 0.0455
2.4 0.0420 2.4 0.0420
2 . 6 0.0472 2 . 6 0.0355
2 . 8 0.0532 2 . 8 0.033
3.0 0.0560 3,0 0.0305
3.0 0.05 85 3.2 0.0271
3.4 0.0587 3.4 0.02353.6 0.0606 3.6 0 . 0 2 2
3.8 0.0617 3.8 0.0203
4.0 0.0629 4.0 0.01964.2 0.0632 4.2 0.0198
4.4 0.0631 4.4 0.0186
4.6 0.0 635 4.6 0.0185










C 1 “ 0*065 mole/liter
Run RES 3
C-̂  = 0.25 rnole/liter








0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.0 0 . 0
0.75 48.2 0. 75 43.2 0.75 50. 4
2.25 72.0 1.50 61.4 1.50 61. 8
3. 75 80.4 2.25 69.0 3.0 71.5
5.25 84.9 3.75 78. 8 4.5 78.06.75 8 8 . 6 5.25 84.2 6.0 83.0
8.25 90.1 6.75 87.0 7.5 85.4
9.75 91.6 9 . 0 0 89.5 9.0 87. 811.25 93.2 10.50 91.0 10.5 89.4


















Activation energy = AE = 7.9 0 kcal/mole












^FORTRAN.  LISTING.   ___ 57 03....._. ... ..PAMAS.RAM.Y.... . ............
PROGRAMME NO, T - 3 ~ REVISED
PROGRAMMED RY RAMASNAm Y_______________ __________ ________________________
8 AXIAL DIVISIONS
RUNGE-GtJTTA METHOD _ _. ....... . . .. .
50 RE AI 'i 2 8 «VA 1 * FB1 « F A 2 «F 0 2 « C A 0 9 C 8 o ' ”  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IF (FAI ) 80*130*45
35 FORMAT(IHI,/6x*3HFA1»7X*3HFB175X»3HFA2*5X*3HFB2,7X®3HCA0*7X»3HCB0/’
 I)________________i____________________,____________ :_________ _________
45 PRINT 35
25 FORMAT(API0o3) _  __________
  PR I NT 2 5 VF Al, F B 1 7F A 2 ♦ F R 2~t C A 0~7 C R 0 " ....
L E N = 4 9 7 . o
C A I = (FA 1 / ( FA 1 *5-501 > ) *0 A 0
 c r i m e r i / j fai_+ f n n j f C B o   ________ L_________ _____________________ .___
“  FQ± {FARVFr2 )“■» 10 00 *
95 FORMAT (/5X*_3HCAI_» 1 0 X » 3HCF3I / )_    __________ __________________________
 PR J N  T 9 5     ’
105 FORMAT (2F1 ft. 8) _    ̂       _ _____
   PRINT T05?CAI7cbT
^FSkJ_I0_._0/F O _ _ ___ ___  ____ _____________ _____________________________
fl0~forMAt!72 X *14T?RtrsurENc"F“TlME/7 ...... ‘
_ PRINT n o  __ __   _ . _  . _ _______
115 FORMATTTfToTB)^ ""           7
PRINT I 15 ? R E S _ __
~55~ FORMAT ( 7 7/5 X 77 H T I MF 9 fiToH C 72 * 9X73HC A4? 9X7 3HC A679 X 77 MC A8/ )
 PR I NT 5 5 ______________._____________     ._ __ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____
FA0 = 0~.0 3l ' ' ~  ” ” “  “ ” ' " ..
___ FB0"0 , 0 16______ _______ ______  ______ ___________________ __________
~T=TroTo>7 (f'^Q^FBO ) #TooO 7'f....
CAS=(FAO/(Fa O+FRO))*Ca O
" CRs“ ( FB0/7FA 0 *p[36" ) ) *C P 0   "..........
  K=-19,5______ _ ________________________ _____  __ _ .______
CAI = (CDS~C AS)/ (TOBS?C A S ) # t  XPF ( K* ( T/8 « ) *7C8S“C A STT -17) ""~ ””” ~~
C R 1“ (CRS-CAS)+CAl
c a2sTcrs™cas)T7|crs7c a5 )W xW 7k *7Y777) *  1 c rs-casTr«T« )
CR2=(CHS-CAS)+CA2
C ( CRS^CA Si/(iCBS/C A ST^E XPF ( K ̂  (3 7 *f/8 • ( CBS-C ASTT- 177
CR3=(CGS-CAS)+CA3
C A~4 = ( C R S~ C a 5 ) 7 ( rCDS7CAS)^EXPF(K^(T/2n^(C8S“CASr)-T;)
C.R4= (CBS-CAS) + CA4
■'CA5~TcTTs-CAST7’' (N CRS/CaS ) ̂ EXPF ( K^ (5 J/g ;'p*T C B S -C A STT-T•)' ~
CB5=(CRS-CASR+CA5
~ CA 7 M  CBS~CAS) 7 f ( CBS7 C AS) *EXPF'̂ ( K^ T/8 . ) ̂  (C B C A S ) ) -71,)
C R 6 = (CBS-CAS)♦CAR
' C A 7 = ( CH S~ C A S ) / f (CR S. / C A 5) ̂  E XP F( KT> (1~7* T / 8_* ̂ TCB.S - C A 5) ) »T7 ) ’
CB7=(CBS-CAS)+CA7
C A 8 - ( C R S'* CAS ) 7 ( ( COS 7 C A S )'<!> E X PF ( K * T ̂ (C8 S ~ CA S ) > ~ I • )............. ...
C88~ (CR5-CAS)+CA8
 Y0 = 0 . 0         ~  ............... ............
 Y = 0 » 0________________________________ _________________ __________________
. . . .  -    —
Y (_ - 3 * * R F. S
42 IF (Y«YO ) 4T-» 4 0 $4 0 ” ' " ”” ~ ' ““... “ r ' '
4 0 PRINT70,Y*CA2*CA4*CA6,CA8
“ ■ ' y6"=yo + o7o5~..." '    "" '' “ ”    ."  ‘ .........
__41 RTlEKM(CAl+CAI)/e,M'7((CRi^CBl)/2.) _ _ _____ _____
~a"k f 1 = nEL ̂YsFtTF0*"(“ A 1'-C A“rrr7~( 0 7l 82B^LFH7 1 (7 ^ 9 1 1  f  •..... .
B K H  = D El/nM_( F0n  CR I ~Cn 1 ) ) / ( 0 • 1 828 *H.E N/8 * ) «*r 11 )
\ ) *CAI J ) * ( (CHI* (BKl1/2© ) *CBI ) /2. )
TKlijsDELY* ( (F0# (CAI-CA l "•* {AK11/2 .) ) ) / ( 0 • 1828*LEN/8’ 0 ) -RI pr 
BK12=DELY# ( (FO*(CBI~CB1~(BKl1/2.> ) ) / i 0 .1828*LEN/8, ) -R12) 
Rl'3-sK^ ( (CAI* (AK12/2. ) ♦CAI) /2. ) *'( (CBI* (BKl2/2.) *CBI)/2,) 
AK13=DELY* ( (FO* (C AI-C A1 -J AK). 2/?.) ) ) / ( 0 .1828»LEN/8 , ) -R13 > 
BKl 3=*DEL Y# ( (FO* (CBI-C81- (BK12/2e) ) ) / ( 6 .1828#L.EN/8 • ) -R13) 
R14~KM(CAl*AK13*CAI)/2.)*((CB1*BK13*CBI)/2.>
AK14-DELY^((FO»(CAI-CA1-(AK13)))/(0.1828#LEN/8.)-R14)
8 K 14-DELY^((FO*(CBI-CBI- (BKl3)))/(0»1828*LEN/8•)«R14) _ 
CAls'CAl* (A K 11 ♦ (2 V* A K 12) ♦ (2.*AK13)'*AK14) /6.
CBlaCBl*(8K11* (2.*BK12)* (2.#8K13> *BK14>/6. ________________
R2l«K#((CA2 VC A1)72•)#((C02 *CB1)/2 •)
AK21 =DELY* ( (FO# (CAI «Ca2 ) ) / ( 0 01828*LEN/8 •) -R21)
'BK21-DELY* < (FO* <CBi'-CB2)'j / ( 0 01828^LEN/8 . )-R21) “...  “
RggaK# ( (CA2* (AK2l/2.)*CAl)/2.)*( (C82*(BK21/2.) +CBD/2.) 
AK2?=DELY* ( (FO* (CA 1-CA2-(AK21/2 .) > ) / ( 0 •1828*LEN/8.) ̂ R22 f 
BK22=DELY#((F0*(CBl-CB2-(BK21/2.)))/(0.1828*LEN/8.)-R22) 
R23skV( (CA2* (AK22727)‘*CAlT/27) *7('CB2♦"(Bk22727T*CB'l )'72 •') " 
AK23S0ELY*((FO^(CA1-CA2-(AK22/2.)))/(0•l828*LEN/8.>-R23> 
BK23="0'Et'Y* ( (F0^ ( CB1«-CB2» (BK22/2 .) ) ) / (0Vl82B^LEN/8a ) -R23) 
R24-K*((CAl*AK23*CA2)/2.)* ( (CBI*8K23*CB2)/2.)
A'K24=0ELY# ( (FO^ (CA1-CA2-AK23) ) / (O'. l'828*LEN/8. > ~R24> 
BK24=DELY*((FO*(CB1-CB2-BK23))/(0.182B*LEN/8«)^R24) 
CA2=CA2* (Ak2l * (2 7*AK22) +”( 2 • *~Ak~^X* A"K24 7/6 . '
CB2”C82*(BK21*(2.#BK22)*(2 **8K23)+BK24)/6•
R31 = K * ( (C A 3* C A2) /2 7) * { (C B 3 ♦ CB 2 ) /2 « )
AK31SDELY*((FO#(CA2~CA3>)/(0.1828#LEN/8•)-R31)______ _ _
BK31 - D E L Y M  V f O M C 8 2 ’*CB3) )7 ( 0 .1828#L.EN/8 o ) *>R31) ~
R32~K*{ (CA3*(AK3l/2.) *CA2)/2*)*( (CB3* (BK31/2, )■ *CB2 )/2.)
' AK^~=D EL FO^TC" A2 VC A 3 VJ VK 31/2 #7) ) 7 (0 VF8 2 B^LE N/8 7T7 R 3 2)
BK32«DELY*-< <FO* (CB2-CB3-(BK31/2# >->)/<0.1828*LEN/0.)-R32) 
R33=K* ( (CA3V (AK32/2. ) *CX2) /2« )“* ( (CB3 V(BK32/2.)7CB2T/27T " 
AK33=DELY# ( (FO«.(CA2^CA3-» ( AK32/2. ) 5 ) / ( 0 • 18.28#LEN/8 •) «^R33)
BK33=DELY**T< F0*:(C82^CB3^ (BK32 /2 e) ) ) / ( 0 0 1828^LEN?8.) ■»R33) 
R34sK*((CA3*AK33*CA2)/2«)# ( (CB3*BK33*CB2)/2.)
AK34sDEL Y<M (FO'* (CA2VC A3”AK33 ) ) / ( 071828*LEN/87) VR"34~) 
BK34=DELY*( (FO# (CB2-CB3^BK33) )'/ CO , l828«LEN/8.) .-»R34> 
CA3sCA3V(AK31*(2fî AK32F* (27^AK33)*AK34j76V~
CB3=CB3*(BK31*(2«#BK32)*(2*#BK33> *BK34)/6.
R4iVK *((CA4❖C A 3)/2 ©)^ ((CB4*CB3)72.) ~
AK41.s DELY# ( (F0^(CA3-CA4) ) / ( 0 .1828#LEN/8 • ) -R41)
BK41 ̂ DELY■»■ ( (F0^ (CB3“CR4 ) ) /lTri82k*L'EN/8TrVR41)
R42=k*( tCA4* (AK41/2.) *CA3) /2. )"* ( (CB4* (BK41/2.) *CB3)/2.) 
AK42-DEL Y^ ( (F0^ (C A3 C A4« (AK41727) ) ) 710 * 1828i5>LEN78 . ) »R42 )~ 
BK42=DELY^((FO^(CB3-C04-(BK41/P.>)>/(001828*LEN/8.)~R42) 
R43='K*( (CA4* (AK42/2.') *CA'3)'/2V')#'< (CB4* (8K42/2. ) *CB3)/2.) '“ 
AK43SDELY^((FO# (CA3-CA4-(AK42/2.))>/(0.I828*LEN/8 .)-R43) 
BK43^PELYM (FO* (CB3^CB4- (BK42/27) r)7 (0. 1828*»LEN78. ) ~R43) 
R44“K^ ( (CA4*AK-43*CA3) /2#) *-C(CB4*8K43*CB3) /2* )
AK44=DEL'Y» ( (FO* (CA3-CA4-AK43) )/ ( 0 . 1828*LEN/8.) ̂ R44 ) 
BK44=DELY*((FO^(C83-CB4-BK43))/(0 *1828#LEN/8.)«R44 ) 
CA4-CA4* (AK41 * (2t '»AK42') '♦ (2 . *AK43 > * AK44) /6 .
C84=C84*(BK41*(2«^BK42)♦(2•*BK43)*BK44) /6*
R5 l7kV”( (C A 5~C A 4) /271V ( (CB5«C84 ) 72 7)
AK51=DELY*((F O ^ (CA4-CA5))/(0 * 1828#LEN/8.)«R51)
BkSl aDELY«•■'("( FO^ (CB4VCR5 ) )7 (07l828*LEN/8 . ) -R51T “
R52=K4'( (CAS* (AK5l/2,UCA4)/2.)<M (CBS* (BK51/2.) *CB4)/2#> 
'AK52aDELY#'( (FO^ (CA4-CA5- ( AK51727) ) ) / ('0 . 1828^LEN/8.) -R52) 
BK52=DELY#((FO*(C84-C85-(BKSl/2.)>)/(0.1828^LEN/8•)-R52) 
R53=K» C (CAS* ( AK52727 ) *CA4) 727)>'TTCB5TTB'K52>2 .”) *CB4 ) /2 71
t • \ { r uw i [ fWS'Dd/d « J ) J / ( 0 ■ 1 B28*LtN/8 o ) w'R53 )
~ BK53”DEL Y* ( (F0* (CB4-CB5- (BK5a/£.) )'') / ( 0 • 1828*LE;N787) -.R53)’ 
R54=K*((CA5 + AK53 + CA4.)/2.)# («CB5+8K53+ C84)/2•)
AK54~0£LY*((FO*(CA4-CA5-AK53))/(0,1828*LEN/8•)-R54)
 8K54~D£LY*_( (F0_* (CB4-C85-8K53) ) / ( 0 ,1828*LEJV8 . ) -R54J______
C A 5~CA57{AK5 <1?7* AK52) V( 2**7k53T+AK54T7~6,
CB5=CB5+(BK51+(2.#RK52>♦ (2«*8K53)+BK54)/6«
R6'i='K*( (CA6+CA5)/2p)*( '(CB6 + CB5)/2f)
AK6l=DELY*((FO*(CA5-CA6))/{0•!828#LEN/8»)"R61)
" BK'6i~DELY* ( (F0*'(CB5«CB6-> >7< 0 . l828*LEN/8. > -R6l)
 R_62^K*'(_(CA6j4' (AK61/2 *) + C-A5) /2 # ) * ( (CB6MJ3K61/2*J+CB5)/2, ) _
AK6 2=0EIY * < < F 0 * (CA5-C A6 - (A K 6172 7) ) ) / ( 0 7l828*LEN/8 #) -R62) 
BK62=DELY*((F0*(CB5-CB6«(BK6l/2.) )') / (.0 • 1828*LEN/8 • )-R62) 
"R63=k#((CA6^(AK62/2 7r«CA5) /2o f* ( (C86 4 (BK62/2, )+085 )727) 
AK63»DELY# ( (FO*(CA5-CA6-(AK62/2•) ) ) / (0 o 1828*LEN/8 , ) ~R63) 
BK63~DELY*< (FO* ('CB5-CB6* (BK'62/2 •) ) ) 7 < O'.l 828#LEN/8 e) -R63) 
R64”K* ( (CA6 + AK63 + CA5)/2„)*((CB8+BK63+CB5)/2.)
AK 64"DELY*((F0*(CA5-C A6^AK63) )7 ( 0 7l828*LEN/8 *)-R64) 
BK64-DEUY*((FO*(CB5-CB6-BK63))/(0.l828*LEN/8«)~R64)
C A 6 “ C A 6 + ( A K 617 (2 • * A K6 2 ) ~+ (2 7* A K 6 3) + A K 6 4) 7 6 7 
CB6“CB6+(8K61+(2r*BK62)+ (2®*BK63)+ BK64)/6 *
R71»K*<(CA7+CA6)/2,)*((C8?+CB6)/27)
AK71 ~t)ELY* ( (F0*(CA6-CA7) ) / ( 0 * 1828#LEN/8 * ) -R71 >
BK7V==DEL Y* ( (F0* (C B 6 877) /TO7 1828*LEN/87 ) -R71)
R72*K*( <CA7+(AK7l/2«)+CA6)/2«)*( (CB7* (8K71/2*) +CB6)/2o) 
AK72»DEEY* ( (FO* (CA6-CA7-« (AK71/27) ) ) /( 07l828*LEN/8 7) «R72T 
BK72“DELY*((FO*(CB6-C07-(BK71/2*))>/<0.1828*LEN/8•>-R72) 
R73-K*((GA7+(AK72/2 7) + CA6)/2 «) * ( (CRT* (8K72/2 ®)+C86 ) /2 7)
 AK73=0EL-Y*( (F0*(CA6-CA7- CAK 72/2«) ) ) / (0 ♦ 1828*LEN/8•)-«R73|
8k73“D E L F 0 ~ * T C ' B 6«CB7* (BK72/2 *) rT/('07"!"828*LEN78 *) «R73) 
R74»k«;< (CA,7 + AK73«CA6) / 2 o ) M  (C87 + BK73^CB6) /2« )
_ y p o *  (CA6^CA7'“AK73) )7 (O7l02Q*LEN/87) raR74 )
BK74”DELY*((FO*(CB6^CB7-BK73))/(0,l828*LEN/8*)-R74)
' CA7=CA7+ (AK7 7+ 72 AK72) + (2 a *AK73) + AK74) /6 0 
CB7”CB7+(BK71 ♦ (2.*8K72)♦ (2**BK73)+BK74)/6* 
fi0Y~jf# [l e 87cA7) /2̂ 7̂) *T (CB8 + C87)727)
AKBl-DELY* ( (FO* (CA7-CA8) ) / (0• 1828*LEN/-8. ) -R81)
B K 8 1 »6 ELY * (T F 0 * (C B 7 M C B 8) ) 7 ( 0 7l 828*L.EN/8 7)-R817 
R82=K* ( (CA8+( AK81/2 *)+CA7)/2#)* <(CB8*(BK81/2,)+CB7)/2,) 
AK82“0ELY*((FO*(CA7-CA8-(AK8I/2 7)))/(07l828*LEN/87 )^R82) 
BK82=0ELY*((F O * (CB7-CB8-(8K81/2.)))/(0•1828*UEN/8•)«R82> 
R83-K* ( (CA8<- ( AK82727 ) 7CA7 j 727) * ( (CB8+ ("BK82727') +0877/27)“  
AK83=DELY* ((FO*(GA7-CA8-(AK82/2,)))/(0#1828*LEN/8. )-R83) 
BK83=OELY* ( (FO* (CSY^CBS- (BK82/2») ) ) / ( 0 ,1828*tEN/87 >'-R83) 
R84~K*(CCA8+AK83+CA7)/2*)*((CB8+BK83+CB7)/ 2 •)
“ AK84=QELY* ( (FO* (CA7“CA8-*AK83J ) / ( 0 71828*LEN/8V)^'R84)“ '~7 
BK84"DEL Y* ( (FO* (CB7-CB-8-BK83) ) / ( 0 .1828*LEN/8 #) -R84)
C A 0 s C A 8 +T A K 8 1+( 2 e * A K 8 2) +T27'* A K 8'37 + A K 8 4 ) 7 6.
CB8“CBB+ (8K81 ♦ ■(2• *BK82)■ ♦ <2#*BK63) *BK84)/6,
Y=Y + DELY  ...
70 FORMAT(5F12«6)
85 IF(Y-YL)42742 * 50 " ” “  " ”
80 I~XEXITF(0)
end ..
Residence Time Distribution Model
#LIST .
# FORT RAN” ... " LISTING ”“5703”  ~ RAMASWAMY
C   programmed by ramaswamy
c
100
RESIDENCE TIME DISTRIBUTION MODEL 






F O R M A T (8F 10 0 8 )
FOR M AT ("l M 1, / 11X V 16 H 1N X TIA L CO N D 11 IONS j 
PRINT 10




PRINTAOoCAX sCBI»FA0 *FB0 
F O R M A T (4F 10 «$)
30 FORMAt(//f 1-lXt 16HFINAU CONDITIONS) 
PRINT 30
60 FORMAT(/4X 93HCAF98X 93HCB F 98X 93HFA}9 8 Xe3HFBl) 
PRINT 60
PRINT4 O 9C A F 9C B F 9F A I 9FBI
LEN=497 « 0
C A 0*(FA0/'<FA0 + FB0 ) )#CAI
CBO=(F80/(FAO*FBO))#CRl
C A 1” ( F A X / < F A U F B 1 ) )^CAF
C B 1s(FB1/(FA1*FB1))#CBF
K=19 , 5
TB~9 l qO/ ( (FAI ♦FB-1) *'10009 >
T O = 110*O/((FA0+FB0 )*1000#)
TlalI0 .0/((FA1*F8 1 >*!000«)
CASO-(CBO-CAO)/ ( (CBO/CAO)^EXPF(K^T0^(CBO-CAO) >V l .0 )
CASi” <CB1“»CA1) / ( (C81/CA1>*EXPF(K*T1*<CB1-C A 1> >-l«0 )
60 FORMAT(//8X,4HCAS0 9IOX94HCAS 1 )
PRINT 80
PRINT 859CAS O 9CASI
85 FORMAT(2F 16.8 )
301 FORMAT<//l0Xt2HT0 t12X,2H T 1)
PRINT 301
PRINT 8 5 9 TOtT1
304 F O R M A T (1F 16 18 )
302 FORMAT </IOX 91 INBREAK POINT)
PRINT 302
PRINT 3 0 4 9TB
70 FORMAT<///l3 X.f4HTl.MEf8 X»2HCA/)
PRINT 70




T O T = ( <1 (DIV/TL))*T0 )♦((01V/TL)*T 1>
CA* (CBO-CA'O )■/■( (CBO/CAO )*EXPF(K*TOT# (CBO^CAOl )-!•>
PRINT 15 9 TLiT 9 CA
15 FORMAT(3F 10 .7 )
DIV=DIV«-1«
IF(ABSF(DIV«TL)-Ofl000025)105?105 9 90
105 TNEW =1 #83*E X P F (-17 .78* (FAI*FB1))
C A 2k (CB0«CA0 ) / (-(CBO/CA.O) »EXPF (K#TB# (CBO^CAO) ) -1 • )
DELT*0 •1
205 T=TB*DELT
CA=CA2 « ( <CAS1"-*CA2 V* (1,~EXPF <-DELT / T N E W ) ) )
PRINT I59T L 9T 9CA
DELT-DELT*0.1
IF (ABSF(DELT~3 , )--0 , 00 0025) 210*210 9 205
210 GO TO 100 
115 I ~  X E XIT F (0)  
 _END _______
